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Executive summary

The National Center for State Courts (NCSC), with partial funding from the State Justice Institute, developed a framework to support a well-coordinated, evidence-based system of judicial professional development. In partnership with the Illinois Courts, and with guidance from state court leaders and research scholars from across the country, NCSC conducted a large-scale qualitative research study with a diverse group of over 100 state trial court judges to better understand what “judicial excellence” means to those who occupy this public office. The resulting Elements of Judicial Excellence framework is based on the views of judges as shared with project staff through over 100 hours of interviews, 24 hours of focus group discussions, and follow-up surveys with all participants.

The Elements of Judicial Excellence framework comprises nine elements (three clusters of three elements each; see infographic below). It was developed to serve as a resource for judges, judicial educators, judicial mentors, and other state court leaders engaged in judicial professional development planning and/or coordination. This framework provides new and experienced judges with guidance about the general types of knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics their respected peers view as helpful in pursuit of judicial excellence. It provides information court leaders can use when deciding how to structure judicial education, performance feedback programs, and mentoring programs for judges. It also provides judicial professional development program stakeholders with a common language that can be used in discussions about developmental objectives and to improve coordination of resources across developmental programs. The Elements of Judicial Excellence framework was not designed to inform judicial accountability decisions, mechanisms, or programs (such as for judicial retention or disciplinary action) and should not be used for such purposes.

Three key observations emerge from the Judicial Excellence project. First, what judicial excellence means to judges is broader than what many existing models of judicial performance acknowledge. Second, state leadership efforts to improve the management and coordination of judicial professional development programs are a worthwhile investment. Third, there is a need to explore how best to cultivate judicial engagement.
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**Why this framework?**

The objective of the Judicial Excellence project was to develop a first-of-its-kind resource for judges, judicial educators, judicial mentors, and other judicial professional development stakeholders to guide judicial professional development. The project began in 2015 with funding from the State Justice Institute and the National Center for State Courts (NCSC). Over the next two years, in close collaboration with the Illinois Courts and with guidance from state court leaders and research scholars from across the country, NCSC conducted a large-scale qualitative research study with a diverse group of over 100 state trial court judges to better understand what “judicial excellence” means to those who occupy this public office. The project was designed to identify the general types of knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics that judges themselves believe are important to judicial excellence. The resulting *Elements of Judicial Excellence* framework is based on the views of judges as shared with project staff through over 100 hours of interviews, 24 hours of focus group discussions, and follow-up surveys with all participants.

The project was initiated in response to several key challenges in the field of judicial education. As stewards of justice in their local communities, state trial court judges play a fundamental role in American democracy. But there is a “lack of consensus about what constitutes ‘good’” judging, which has been the subject of much debate among scholars and court practitioners alike.¹ Ultimately, judges and those who provide judicial professional development support must understand what it is that judges do and the array of personal and professional skills needed to perform the job.² Although foundational legal knowledge and new developments in law and policy are generally well-covered in state judicial education programs, a research-based understanding of what “good judging” looks like could propel further advances in state systems of judicial professional development.

In addition, some legal practitioners have argued that existing educational programming is “insufficiently tied to evidence of judicial demands” because of a “lack of judicial input and empirical data on judicial preferences.”³ They further state that “although many state judicial education committees include judges, the programming often is formulated without input from a substantial number of judges.”⁴ In order to provide judicial professional development resources that meet judicial

---

³ Benton & Sheldon-Sherman, *supra* note 2, at 23.
⁴ *Id* at 32. Benton and Sheldon-Sherman also state that “many recognize that judges’ interests and needs should be at the heart of judicial education programs. But there are currently few systematic, comprehensive, or evidence-based mechanisms for determining these needs” *Id* at 41.
demand, there is a need to understand what judges themselves believe judicial excellence means and the array of skills they believe are helpful in pursuing it.

Finally, despite the past half-century of advances in judicial education, access to adequate professional development programming continues to be hampered by the financial realities of state judiciaries. States must use limited resources wisely to achieve developmental objectives. This project is but one step in a broader movement toward a more informed, coordinated, evidence-based system of effective judicial professional development – one that includes but extends beyond programs of judicial education.

The Elements of Judicial Excellence framework is a resource that judges, judicial educators, judicial mentors, and other judicial professional development stakeholders can use to guide judicial professional development planning. This first-of-its-kind framework provides new and experienced judges with guidance about the general types of knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics their respected peers view as helpful in pursuit of judicial excellence. It provides information court leaders can use when deciding how to structure judicial education, self-improvement performance feedback programs, and mentoring programs for judges. It also provides judicial professional development program stakeholders with a common language that can be used in discussions about developmental objectives and to improve coordination of resources. It is important to note that the Elements of Judicial Excellence framework was not designed to inform judicial accountability decisions, mechanisms, or programs (such as for judicial retention or disciplinary action) and should not be used for these purposes.5

Overview of the development process

The Elements of Judicial Excellence framework is the result of an intensive qualitative process. The project was conducted by the NCSC in close collaboration with the Illinois Courts through an advisory committee.6 Also advising the project were (a) a practitioner group of judges, administrators, and judicial educator representatives from across the country and (b) a group of experienced organizational science and management scholars with expertise developing similar models in other professional

---

5 Other resources offer guidance to address issues of judicial accountability. The American Bar Association (ABA) has led the country in this arena, bringing into sharper focus definitions of what constitutes proper or improper judicial conduct in carrying out the duties of judicial office. Resources such as their Model Code of Judicial Conduct and the Black Letter Guidelines on Evaluating Judicial Performance have been widely influential, adapted for use not only by most state judiciaries to provide guidance to judges and those responsible for reviewing qualifications for judicial retention and policing judicial misconduct, but also internationally. See infra note 11 and accompanying text. The ABA’s Model Code of Judicial Conduct and judicial performance evaluation resources are available on the ABA’s website at https://www.americanbar.org.

6 Illinois expressed interest in the project partnership, supported the project application, and was selected in part because of the judicial professional development infrastructure already in place. Illinois operates a judicial education division, a peer mentoring program for new judges, and a judicial performance evaluation program which provides confidential feedback to evaluated judges exclusively to support self-improvement. The judicial education division provides new judge orientation and biannual state judicial conferences. The Illinois Supreme Court also established a judicial college, effective January 1, 2016. See Order M.R. 27781 (Ill. Sup. Ct. 2015), http://www.illinoiscourts.gov/SupremeCourt/Announce/2015/122915.pdf.
settings. Advisors provided content reviews and guidance via telephonic and electronic discussions about the project.

The *Elements of Judicial Excellence* framework was developed based on the input of a large sample of Illinois Circuit Court and associate judges recognized as exemplars of judicial excellence within their judicial assignments. The Illinois Courts first identified nine general types of judicial assignments in the state for inclusion in the framework: General Criminal, General Civil, Jury Trial, Bond, High Volume/Pro Se, Family, Juvenile Delinquency, Juvenile Child Protection, and Problem-Solving Court. They then asked the Chief Judge of each circuit to nominate for participation in the project judges in their jurisdiction who they felt exemplified judicial excellence on any of these assignments. Over 80% of Chief Judges responded to the request with a list of nominees from their jurisdiction. From those submissions, a list of 140 total judicial nominees was compiled.7

Of the 140 Illinois judges nominated for the Judicial Excellence project, 103 judges volunteered to participate in confidential interviews, focus groups, and/or surveys conducted by the NCSC project team in 2016 and 2017. NCSC first conducted 81 one-hour judicial interviews during the state Judicial Education Conference in February and April 2016. Judicial interviewees were selected from the source list of nominees to maximize geographic and demographic diversity in each of the nine judicial assignment types defined by state leadership. Semi-structured interviews were conducted to learn about the characteristics these judges believe are associated with judicial excellence. If granted permission by the interviewee, the interview team recorded and took notes during the interview, with careful debriefing between the interviewer and notetaker following each interview session. Judges consented to these confidential interviews with the understanding that individual comments and identities would not be disclosed and interview data destroyed following the conclusion of the project.

Using concept analysis and mapping techniques, NCSC identified and organized interview themes indicative of judicial qualities potentially amenable to development. Interview data were coded based on thematic units (i.e., chunks of information that reflect a single theme) using an iterative coding and recoding process with multiple coders.8 These interview themes formed the basis of a preliminary framework. The Illinois project team and advisory groups provided input on the construction of the preliminary framework, which was then prepared for field testing.

The preliminary framework was then tested in four focus groups on site in Illinois over a period of two days in late November of 2016. The original source list of nominees was used to identify judges to participate in these focus groups who had not previously participated in an individual interview. Invitees were selected to maximize diversity of the sample. A total of twenty-four judges participated in the four focus groups. Each focus group convened for a full day to allow for in-depth discussion of the framework structure, organization, clarity, comprehensiveness, and other issues of content and face validity. Focus groups also discussed developmental activities and resources that corresponded with each framework element. The framework was revised based on this input, and with feedback from the Illinois project team and advisory groups. Respondents to a follow-up survey of focus group participants issued in February of 2017 unanimously approved of the revised framework.

---

7 There are over 900 judges statewide in Illinois.
Finally, with guidance from scientific advisors, NCSC designed a survey to collect additional information about each element in the framework. The survey included questions about perceived importance of each element and recommendations for judicial professional development. In cooperation with the Illinois project team and the Administrative Office of the Illinois Courts, the survey was issued to all 81 of the original judicial interviewees in March 2017. The survey closed in April with 72 judges responding. Survey results were incorporated into the design and content of the final *Elements of Judicial Excellence* framework. For more information about the data collection processes for this project, refer to the technical appendix (Appendix A) of this report.

### What did we learn from this effort?

#### Three key takeaways

With the present study, we sought to construct a framework that could be used to support a system of judicial professional development and provide judges with a road map for self-improvement. We note three main takeaways from the experience.

1. **What “judicial excellence” means to judges is broader than what many existing models of judicial performance acknowledge.**

   Traditionally, guidance for judges about the judicial role, judicial education, and measures of judicial performance have primarily emphasized technical legal and court knowledge (law, policies, and procedures). Judges in this study offered a different perspective when asked to define judicial excellence. They described several additional facets of what it meant in their view to be a well-rounded judge and identified gaps in contemporary judicial education and professional development.

   For example, judges described the importance not only of knowledge of the law and court rules, policies, and procedures, but also of a broader body of practical and operational knowledge. They described this broader universe of knowledge about the court community, stakeholder agencies, and other resources as essential for effective problem-solving and decision-making.

   Another specific finding relates to the ways in which emotion and emotion management skills are viewed by respected state court judges. Participating judges described the social, emotional, and cognitive aspects of work (including emotion management, self-awareness of influences on decision-making and the decision-making process, and engagement) as some of the most important to judicial excellence. These were also areas in which they observed significant variation in skill among their peers.

   There is increasing recognition of the importance of achieving procedural fairness in the court community. However, opportunities to build procedural fairness skills and attention to other interpersonal, emotional, and metacognitive aspects of judicial work are generally limited. This has implications for how resources for judicial professional development could be directed in the future.

2. **State court leadership efforts to improve the management and coordination of judicial professional development programs are a worthwhile investment.**

   Effective judicial professional development depends on effective management. State systems of judicial professional development should be informed by current research best practices and evaluated for
efficacy in achieving their stated developmental objectives. These systems should also make efficient use of available developmental resources.

States differ in their approaches to judicial professional development. And some states provide judges with more professional development support than others. But even if a state operates a full complement of judicial professional development programs, those programs may not be executed in coordination with one another.

Illinois provides many opportunities for judicial professional development, but existing programs appear to operate independently of one another. No formal linkages were established between the state’s self-improvement judicial performance evaluation (JPE) program, judicial mentoring program, and judicial education program to connect participating judges with other supportive resources. In addition, the programs organized resources in different ways. For example, the JPE program provides judges with feedback along five general domains or areas of judicial performance (such as legal skills & reasoning ability and impartiality). However, judicial education conference sessions are categorized largely by assignment type (such as civil and criminal). This adds an unnecessary hurdle for judges who may receive feedback through the JPE program on performance areas that do not translate directly to course offerings. Illinois judges offered several suggestions for improving coordination between these programs to more effectively promote judicial development.

In addition, although technical legal knowledge and basic updates in law or policy tend to be well-supported by contemporary judicial education, participating judges sought and invited more advanced training that moves beyond education on theory or concept to include more practical knowledge and intensive skill-building. Individual mentoring or coaching programs could be developed to address some of these advanced training needs. Although judges expressed interest in more advanced training across the board, they wished to see more social and emotional skill building (discussed in #1 above), even at introductory levels. Many expressed a desire to see these topics addressed in more detail as early as new judge orientation.

3. There is a need to explore how best to cultivate judicial engagement.

Turnover can be costlier to the judiciary than efforts to train and sustain engagement over the course of judicial careers, particularly in an era when so many judges are approaching retirement. The responsibility for cultivating judicial engagement is shared by the individual judge (see Appendix B, the Elements of Judicial Excellence framework, for a more detailed description). However, other aspects, including but not limited to those related to systems of judicial training and professional development, may be better facilitated at a management level. More programming could be offered to support experienced judges as their training needs evolve over the lifespan of a career. And improved coordination between professional development programs (see #2 above) could help to build a stronger

---

9 Lecture-based seminars alone with no skill-building activities or follow-up frequently fail to achieve educational objectives. See infra, Appendix B.
10 Encouraging purpose in work is much more effective, not only for staff well-being, but also for productivity, health, and absenteeism” than strategies designed to improve workplace happiness or productivity directly. Paul Dolan, Designing for Workplace Well-Being, BEHAVIORALSCIENTIST.ORG (Oct. 2, 2017), http://behavioralscientist.org/paul-dolan-designing-workplace-well/. See also PAUL DOLAN, HAPPINESS BY DESIGN: CHANGE WHAT YOU DO, NOT HOW YOU THINK (2014).
culture of support among judicial peers, which in turn may help to boost levels of individual judicial engagement.

**Overview of the Elements of Judicial Excellence framework**

The *Elements of Judicial Excellence* framework comprises nine elements. These elements capture the general types of knowledge, skills, abilities, and other individual characteristics judges described as contributing to judicial excellence. The elements are organized within three clusters to reflect the multifaceted roles a judge plays as:

- **a citizen of the court community** (*Ethics & Integrity, Engagement, Well-Being)*;
- **an informed and impartial decision-maker** (*Knowledge of the Law & Justice System, Critical Thinking, Self-Knowledge & Self-Control)*; and
- **a leader of the court process** (*Managing the Case & Court Process, Building Respect & Understanding, Facilitating Resolution)*.

In the *Elements of Judicial Excellence* framework (Appendix B of this report) and this summary overview, each of the nine elements are color-coded according to these three clusters. The first cluster captures the ethical responsibilities of judicial work and the judge’s role in promoting personal and professional excellence in themselves and others. The second cluster refers to knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics important to judicial reasoning and fair decision-making. The third and final cluster refers to elements related to management and leadership.

The nine elements, and a brief description of each, are as follows.

1. **Ethics & Integrity**: Understands the ethical challenges faced by judges and how to properly address them to uphold the actual and perceived integrity of the judiciary.
2. **Engagement**: Engages in the work of the assignment and supports colleagues in executing the mission of the court. Embraces performance feedback and seeks out opportunities for professional development.
3. **Well-Being**: Engages in self-care practices to manage stress and maintain physical and psychological health.
4. **Knowledge of the Law & Justice System**: Understands the legal and operational matters relevant to the assignment. Builds knowledge from relevant disciplines and understands their implications in daily work.
5. **Critical Thinking**: Uses analytical and problem-solving skills to evaluate the available information and take the best action possible in a timely manner.
6. **Self-Knowledge & Self-Control**: Understands how one’s personal perspective, values, preferences, mental state, and way of thinking can impact decision-making and others’ perceptions of fairness. Develops and applies strategies to manage emotions and address biases in judgment and behavior.
7. **Managing the Case & Court Process**: Directs docket and courtroom operations by planning and coordinating schedules, managing case processing timelines, and facilitating information exchange between parties in a case, court staff, and other stakeholders.
8. **Building Respect & Understanding**: Interacts effectively with all those who work in or appear before the court in a manner conducive to a fair process and just outcomes. Listens attentively to others and provides clear and effective communication to ensure a shared understanding of the issues in the case, court processes, and decisions.

9. **Facilitating Resolution**: Engages with parties and stakeholders to build consensus on matters that will allow for forward case progress and a focus on reaching a resolution.

The nine elements are interrelated and in many ways interdependent. For example, the first element, *Ethics & Integrity*, is inextricably linked with nearly every aspect of judicial work. It provides a foundation from which nearly all other elements of judicial excellence follow. To provide for a fair court process and case outcome, for example, requires legal and procedural knowledge (see *Knowledge of the Law & Justice System, Managing the Case & Court Process, and Facilitating Resolution*) as well as an understanding of others’ perspectives (see *Building Respect & Understanding*). Ethical reasoning implicates cognitive processes (see *Critical Thinking*) and emotion management (see *Self-Knowledge & Self-Control*), which rely on having the physical and psychological resources to function appropriately in sometimes stressful situations (see *Well-Being*). Additional linkages between elements are highlighted in the framework (Appendix B).

Elements are sequenced in an intentional way. Within each cluster, the elements are listed in order of perceived importance, as rated by the 72 judicial interviewees who participated in an electronic survey. In the survey, judges were asked to rate how important they felt each element was to their ability to perform their duties well (see Table A, below). These responses were used to calculate a weighted perceived importance score for each element. The weighted score was computed by multiplying the number of judges selecting a response with a designated value for the response option (i.e., not at all important = 0, somewhat important = 1, important = 2, and very important = 3).

---

### Table A. Importance rankings for each of the Elements of Judicial Excellence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Not at all Important</th>
<th>Somewhat Important</th>
<th>Important</th>
<th>Very Important</th>
<th>Weighted Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizen of the Court Community</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Ethics &amp; Integrity</td>
<td>2 3%</td>
<td>2 3%</td>
<td>9 13%</td>
<td>59 82%</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Engagement</td>
<td>2 3%</td>
<td>12 17%</td>
<td>29 40%</td>
<td>29 40%</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Well-Being</td>
<td>2 3%</td>
<td>15 21%</td>
<td>34 47%</td>
<td>21 30%</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Informed &amp; Impartial Decision-Maker</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Knowledge of the Law &amp; Justice System</td>
<td>1 1%</td>
<td>1 1%</td>
<td>14 20%</td>
<td>56 78%</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Critical Thinking</td>
<td>1 1%</td>
<td>4 6%</td>
<td>19 26%</td>
<td>48 67%</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Self-Knowledge &amp; Self-Control</td>
<td>1 1%</td>
<td>5 7%</td>
<td>22 31%</td>
<td>44 61%</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leader of the Court Process</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Managing the Case &amp; Court Process</td>
<td>1 1%</td>
<td>3 4%</td>
<td>19 27%</td>
<td>49 68%</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Building Respect &amp; Understanding</td>
<td>1 1%</td>
<td>5 7%</td>
<td>21 30%</td>
<td>45 62%</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Facilitating Resolution</td>
<td>1 1%</td>
<td>16 22%</td>
<td>22 31%</td>
<td>33 46%</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For each element, the Judicial Excellence framework provides the following information.

- **Title & definition**: A label for the element and a one- or two-sentence description of the scope of the element.

- **What do respected judges say?** A section summarizing the general themes or types of knowledge, skills, abilities, or other individual characteristics that respected judges described as important to judicial excellence. It also summarizes variations noted by judicial assignment type or experience level.

- **What do respected judges do?** A section providing examples of strategies and illustrative behaviors described by respected judges when discussing judicial excellence. It also includes general advice from judges about what judges can do to improve, including the types of judicial education courses that could be helpful.

- **Commentary**: A section briefly identifying some of the key linkages between the topics judges identified in above sections of each element and other empirical research.

**How can this framework be used by state judiciaries?**

**Three potential applications**

The *Elements of Judicial Excellence* framework was constructed for use in developmental settings to support the professional growth of state trial court judges. As such, it has been designed to provide guidance for judicial self-improvement and ongoing professional development. It was not developed nor is it recommended for use to inform accountability mechanisms for judicial performance (e.g., judicial retention or disciplinary processes).\(^ {11} \)

This section describes three potential uses of the *Elements of Judicial Excellence* framework.

1. **Provide guidance to new and experienced judges**

The *Elements of Judicial Excellence* framework can be used by state trial court judges seeking professional development guidance to enhance future performance. The framework may be particularly useful for new judges in states that do not offer pre-bench education or cannot provide all judges with immediate new judge orientation training. In some states, including Illinois, new judges may wait up to two years before the next new judge orientation session is offered. This framework can serve as a stop-gap resource for these judges, providing additional information and guidance as they prepare for judicial work. More experienced judges can reference the framework in their continuing professional development, as they reflect on their craft at routine intervals and as they transition to new

\(^ {11} \) Other guidance has been developed to inform state judicial accountability mechanisms. One popular resource is the American Bar Association’s 2005 *Black Letter Guidelines on Evaluating Judicial Performance*. AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, BLACK LETTER GUIDELINES FOR JUDICIAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION (2005), https://www.americanbar.org/groups/judicial/conferences/lawyers_conference/resources/judicial_performance_resources.html (Website log-in required to gain access). See also, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, GUIDELINES FOR THE EVALUATION OF JUDICIAL PERFORMANCE WITH COMMENTARY (2005), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publications/judicial_division/aba_blackletterguidelines_jpe_wc om.authcheckdam.pdf (no log-in required).
assignments. For example, Illinois mandates participation in a formal program of self-assessment and performance feedback that is intended to inform an individual action plan for continuing self-improvement. The framework can serve as a useful reference and refresher for judges engaged in this type of professional development process. Mentor judges or coaches could also reference the framework for additional guidance to inform their mentoring or coaching approach (see below).

2. Inform decisions about the structure and offerings within state judicial professional development programs

The Elements of Judicial Excellence framework can be appropriately used to inform efforts of state court leaders to develop, restructure, manage, or operate programs on judicial professional development. Examples are described below with respect to programs on judicial education, mentoring, and self-improvement.

Judicial education programming. The framework could inform efforts to build a course curriculum or catalogue of judicial education programming. In Illinois, efforts are underway to develop a competency model to structure the new judicial college course curriculum. The framework could inform committee work in this area. The framework can also be used as part of a needs assessment to inform education conference planning, the development of future seminars, or the design of new educational approaches. For example, it could be cross-referenced with available courses and seminars to identify gaps in programming, or used as a labeling system to indicate course learning objectives (e.g., labeling courses with element icons). If courses are labeled by element, the judicial education course catalogue could become searchable or sortable for judges, mentors, and others to more easily identify specific courses helpful to skill development in targeted areas of interest.

Judicial mentoring or coaching. Judicial interviewees and focus group participants indicated that judicial mentors or coaches have an important role to play in a well-coordinated system of professional development. Similar to the potential uses of the framework for judicial education, the framework could be a useful resource to judicial mentoring program committees or other governing bodies to inform decisions about the content and organization of mentor judge training programs. Many judges and other stakeholders involved in the development of this framework expressed a desire to see more training for mentor judges. They indicated mentor judges would benefit from additional guidance on how to mentor colleagues effectively, what topics or issues to address in mentoring relationships, and what developmental resources, strategies, or activities could be suggested to inform ongoing professional development and enhance judicial skills.

Focus group participants discussed the formal mentoring program and development of assigned mentors but also addressed the value of informal peer mentoring. Experienced judges often mentor judicial peers and others (e.g., attorneys, court staff) not only formally but also informally as part of judicial engagement and outreach activities. This framework could similarly serve as a helpful resource to guide the informal mentoring efforts of experienced judges within appropriate ethical boundaries.

Judicial self-improvement programs. The Judicial Excellence framework is based on what judges themselves had to say about judicial excellence and professional development. Because of this, it may be a useful tool to inform formal state programs designed to support judicial self-improvement.

The framework can be appropriately used to inform decisions about the content and structure of self-improvement programs that aim to provide performance feedback for the sole purpose of judicial professional development. For example, the framework could inform decisions about the type of feedback to gather, how best to provide that feedback to the judge, and how to structure a useful professional development action planning process. Such decisions may be made when creating a new program or revisiting the design of an existing one. In Illinois, judges identified a broader spectrum of topics as important to judicial excellence than is currently addressed in their formal, survey-based self-improvement judicial performance evaluation program.

To maximize the utility of existing self-improvement programs for judges, program leaders may examine the existing methods and processes to identify gaps in the feedback provided. They could consider other ways (e.g., additional survey questions, alternative methods) to provide judges with more information about elements they deem important to judicial excellence, as summarized in this framework. This may involve adding questions (e.g., to address procedural fairness, active listening) to existing survey processes, surveying additional types of respondents (e.g., feedback from the chief or presiding judge), and/or introducing alternative feedback methods (e.g., a report summarizing the judge’s case processing time data; courtroom observation by a trained judicial mentor or coach). The court may already generate measures as part of routine court management activities that judges may find informative if also shared as part of an individual self-improvement process.

3. Inform strategic planning and coordination efforts to address professional development needs

The framework can be used to inform a broader dialogue within the judiciary about the evolving roles of judges and to engage judges in thinking about, discussing, and advancing local definitions of how “good judging” is conceptualized. The framework could be the basis of a meeting of state court leaders and

---

13 For example, the Active Empathic Listening Scale is a well-received and well-validated scale that includes a self-report and other-report survey components. See Graham Bodie, The Active-Empathic Listening Scale (AELS): Conceptualization and Evidence of Validity Within the Interpersonal Domain, 59 COMM. Q. 277 (2011). It examines the cognitive and behavioral aspects of listening, and groups active empathic listening into three phases: sensing, processing, and responding. In Illinois, the other-report survey could be incorporated into surveys that are currently issued to attorneys and court personnel. The self-report survey could be incorporated into a judicial self-assessment. Facilitator judges could be trained on how to review the scale with the judge and use results as a coaching tool. They could also discuss with the judge available opportunities for further development of listening skills, which may involve sharing information about upcoming judicial education courses, connecting the judge with a coach or a peer mentor who excels at the skill, or sharing information about other professional development support resources.

14 Surveys of attorneys and court staff may provide better or more actionable feedback for some elements or skill sets than others. Participating judges generally reported the survey feedback as helpful but expressed a desire for additional non-survey sources of feedback. For example, one judge suggested requesting case processing time standards data already collected by the court. The court may wish to explore whether such reports could be automatically generated from their existing system and included as part of the self-improvement judicial performance evaluation program at no additional or minimal cost. Other methods, such as a formal courtroom observation program, may require a more substantial investment of resources to recruit, train, and support the ongoing work of a cadre of judge observers across the state.
professional development program committee members to inform strategic planning and program policy decisions. It can provide a common language about judicial professional development that could improve coordination across education, mentoring, self-improvement, and other programs. Instead of these programs operating in relative isolation, improved coordination as part of a more holistic approach to judicial development would ensure that various professional development programs operate in tandem to mutually reinforce a shared set of developmental objectives and more effectively support the professional growth of judges in those key areas. Guided by a common language and shared set of developmental objectives, judges and courts can make informed and strategic decisions about how and when to deploy developmental resources to address specific developmental goals. For example, some aspects of the judicial craft may be readily developed or enhanced through completion of a formal educational curriculum, via individualized coaching or mentoring, or from a combination of coordinated educational programming and subsequent coaching. Courts can also identify where gaps in judicial support may exist across professional development programs and can work to develop new state resources or identify national resources to fill them.

A well-coordinated system of professional development could provide judges with an overview of available judicial professional development resources and streamlined referral processes. Judicial education programs, mentoring programs, and self-improvement programs providing judges with performance feedback may encourage self-reflection and even actively engage judges in discussions to shape their individual professional development goals. The quality of facilitated discussions around performance evaluation or other feedback is important. Information is of limited utility to the judge if he or she is not able or willing to incorporate it as part of an action plan for professional growth. Discussions with a trained facilitator or mentor judge provide evaluated judges with information and support necessary to fully understand the nature of performance feedback, clearly identify developmental goals, identify available opportunities for professional growth to achieve articulated goals, and secure referrals or resource support needed to enable participation in those professional development activities.

---

15 A motivation to improve is often not enough to change behavior. To achieve professional development goals or objectives, judges are likely to benefit from the creation of individual action plans (also referred to as individual development plans). In a variety of contexts, individuals who articulate a formal plan for action (that identifies, e.g., when and where specific actions will be taken) are more likely to successfully change behavior to achieve articulated goals. In some individual studies, success rates more than doubled. See, e.g., Ariane Belanger-Gravel, Gaston Godin, & Steve Amireault, A Meta-Analytic Review of the Effect of Implementation Intentions on Physical Activity, 7 HEALTH PSYCH. REV. 23 (2013); Daniel Saddawi-Konefka et al., Changing Physician Behavior with Implementation Intentions: Closing the Gap Between Intentions and Actions, 91 ACAD. MEDIC. 1211 (2016); Paschal Sheeran, Thomas Webb, & Peter Gollwitzer, The Interplay Between Goal Intentions and Implementation Actions, 31 PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCH. BULL. 87 (2005); J. Lukas Thurmer, Frank Wieber, & Peter Gollwitzer, Planning and Performance in Small Groups: Collective Implementation Intentions Enhance Group Goal Striving, 8 FRONTIERS PSYCH. 603 (2017); Frank Wieber, J. Lukas Thurmer, & Peter Gollwitzer, Promoting the Translation of Intentions into Action by Implementation Intentions: Behavioral Effects and Physiological Correlates, 9 FRONTIERS HUM. NEUROSCI. 1 (2015).

16 A variety of barriers may discourage judges from leveraging available opportunities for state-sponsored professional development and for external training from local or national providers. Judges may not have access to information about the array of professional development opportunities available to them, and educators may observe low enrollment rates in core courses as a result. Judges may also be required to secure approval to take time away from the bench for training purposes, which may be contingent on the availability of others to cover the judge’s assignment in his or her absence. Judges may also need to request resource support to participate in
A system of continuing professional development that is well-coordinated and based on research best practices can also enhance the efficacy of mentors and others who provide judges with support. Facilitator or mentor judges should be trained to provide appropriate support through an initial orientation and refresher training program. Such a program could include information about strategies for effective action planning. For example, setting small, attainable goals may be a more effective action planning strategy for struggling judges, who may benefit from incremental “wins” that build confidence and a body of essential knowledge and skills (and who otherwise may become discouraged by failures to attain more ambitious goals). More experienced judges could be pushed to take chances on more ambitious, challenging “stretch” goals to continually enhance their craft. Facilitator or mentor judges could plan follow-up meetings with judges to discuss their progress and make adjustments to the action plan as appropriate to better achieve identified goals or set new developmental goals. Ideally, judges called upon to provide developmental support will understand these strategies and when or with whom they should be deployed.

In addition, judicial professional development action plans could be informed by a variety of supplementary tools. The framework could be used as a basis for organizing and sharing information to help judges make better use of the resources that are already available to them. For example, judges, facilitators, and mentors could benefit from a comprehensive menu of developmental resources available for each type of developmental need. This menu could include judicial education course listings (at varying levels of mastery) and judges’ evaluations of past iterations of each course. It could also include information about upcoming opportunities to observe peers who excel in a specific substantive legal area or who have mastered a desired skill. It could list available judicial mentors and mentoring activities as well as other peer-recommended resources relevant to each developmental area. To participate in these state-sponsored professional development opportunities or opportunities for external training from local or national providers, judges may be required to secure certain resources, administrative approval, or other authorization. Leadership may need to consider how best to streamline this process to remove or minimize barriers to access.

Where to from here?

Three avenues for future research

The *Elements of Judicial Excellence* framework project provides for the first time a systematic exploration of what state trial court judges think it takes to be a “good judge” and the general types of knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics they say are important to judicial excellence. This research is an important first step toward a better understanding of judicial behavior, better systems of training. A facilitator or mentor judge could facilitate access to these available resources. This may be a critical support function for judges who have the greatest needs, as it may help to get judges who could benefit most from available developmental opportunities “in the door” who might otherwise not attend.

judicial professional development, and ultimately, a better judiciary. Three potential avenues for future research are described below.

1. **Research on judicial skills and effective skill-building interventions**

   The framework is a rich source of material to inform future empirical study about what it means to be a good judge. What judges think a good judge should do, however, may differ in important ways from the judicial behaviors that work in practice to improve public safety, public perceptions of fairness, and other desired case or court outcomes. Future empirical research on judging could identify specific judicial behaviors and skills that lead to, or are correlated with, positive court outcomes.

   Research could also explore the efficacy of interventions to develop various judicial skills. Equipped with knowledge about which developmental approaches work best for whom, judicial educators and others can construct evidence-based skill-building interventions to support the next generation of judges.

2. **Research on how the framework generalizes to other jurisdictions**

   It is recommended for state court leaders interested in using or adapting the framework to first examine whether and how the framework generalizes across jurisdictions. State courts differ in a variety of ways, including but not limited to the court organizational structures, the types of judicial assignments and the role of judges on those assignments, and the systems of judicial education and professional development. This framework was developed based on interviews, focus groups, and other input from Illinois judges and other court community stakeholders and may or may not translate well to other jurisdictions. Important considerations not addressed in this framework include variations in its applicability to international courts, tribal courts, and elder dockets (i.e., adult guardianships, conservators, mental competency issues, and decadents’ estates). Elder-focused dockets are expected to grow in the coming years as the baby boomer generation comes of age. Further study in other jurisdictions will be an important step in determining whether the framework generalizes more broadly and identifying which, if any, aspects of the framework apply uniquely to the jurisdiction in which it was developed.

3. **Research to support implementation of the framework**

   The *Elements of Judicial Excellence* framework may be used in a variety of ways to inform the work of state court leaders, judges, and others who support a comprehensive system of judicial professional development. These implementation efforts could benefit from additional research. For example, research that further explores how framework elements vary by assignment type or experience level could help inform decisions about the sequence of judicial education programming or the recommended core curriculum for each type of judicial assignment. New methods may need to be developed or adapted to provide judges with meaningful performance feedback for self-improvement and to provide judges with an effective corresponding action planning process.
Appendix A

Technical Appendix on Data Collection Procedures

This appendix describes the Illinois state Circuit Court and associate judges who were the sources of information upon which the Elements of Judicial Excellence framework is based and the procedures used to collect their input.

Total Sample of Judicial Nominees

Chief judges from 20 of 24 Illinois judicial circuits (83%) nominated to participate in the project Circuit Court and associate judges they considered to be exemplars of judicial excellence in their respective assignments. Each chief circuit judge nominated an average of seven judges to participate (ranging from 1 to 13 nominees). In total, 140 Circuit Court and associate judges (out of over 900 statewide) were nominated for their work on one or more of the nine types of judicial assignments identified by the Illinois Courts for inclusion in this study. The source list of 140 judicial nominees was 71% male (29% female) and 86% white/non-Hispanic (14% black and/or Hispanic). Nominees had an average of 6.9 years’ experience on their current judicial assignment (ranging from 1 to 23 years) and 12.4 years of total experience on the bench in Illinois (ranging from 2 to 36 years).

Interviews

Overview. Judges were invited to participate in an individual, in-person interview with project staff from the National Center for State Courts (NCSC). A total of 81 Illinois Circuit Court and associate judges participated in an interview during one of two state judicial education conference sessions held in February (n = 42) and April (n = 39) of 2016. Three NCSC interviewing teams comprised of one interviewer and one notetaker conducted these semi-structured interviews in three quiet rooms along a separate hallway of the conference facilities, away from the main conference activity. Prior to each interview, NCSC staff explained interview protocols, including the confidentiality of all participant comments, and secured the judge’s informed consent to conduct the interview. Interviews lasted approximately one hour.

Recruitment. A purposive (non-random) sample was drawn by NCSC staff from the source list of 140 judicial nominees to maximize diversity by circuit, sex, race/ethnicity, and years of experience for each of nine types of Illinois judicial assignments. An invitation list comprised of 45 judges and three alternates was identified for the February session of the state judicial education conference; a list comprised of 48 judges and nine alternates was prepared for the April session. In the month prior to each judicial education conference session, the Administrative Office of the Illinois Courts (AOIC) emailed invitations for judges to participate in an interview. Continuing judicial education credit was offered to judges who opted to participate in lieu of attending a co-occurring educational session at the conference.

Participants. The 81 judge interviewees represented all 20 participating circuits across the state, with an average of four judge interviewees per circuit and between seven and 11 judges per assignment type. Approximately half of the interviewees were Circuit Court judges (51%) and half were associate judges (49%). The interviewees were 64% male (36% female); 86% were identified by their chief judges as
white/non-Hispanic (7% were identified as either black or Hispanic; no information on race or ethnicity was provided for 6%). Interviewees had an average of 6.8 years of experience on their current judicial assignment (ranging from 1 to 23 years) and 12.2 years of total experience on the bench in Illinois (ranging from 3 to 32 years).

Interview procedure. Interviews focused on participants’ experiences transitioning into their judgeship for the first time as well as in their current assignment. To explore and better understand what judicial excellence means to judges, interviewers asked a variety of questions about the types of knowledge, skills, abilities, and other individual characteristics that judge interviewees felt were helpful to them in their role. Interviewees were prompted with direct questions (e.g., asking what they thought judges needed to know or be able to do to be effective in their type of assignment; what judicial education they thought would be helpful; how the kinds of skills they felt were important to the current assignment might differ from skill sets they thought were important on other types of judicial assignments) and indirect questions (e.g., asking them to recall and describe difficult situations on the job that they felt they handled particularly well or that, with the benefit of hindsight, they wished they had handled differently) to elicit this information. To ensure coverage of all topics the interviewee felt were important to judicial excellence, judges were prompted to share any final thoughts about what it takes in their view to be a “good judge” to conclude the interview. Each judge was thanked for his or her time and given the opportunity to ask the interviewer questions about the project before the session closed.

Focus Groups

Overview. Two NCSC facilitator and notetaker teams conducted four day-long focus group sessions with a total of 24 Illinois Circuit Court and associate judges on November 16-17, 2016. Each session engaged between five and seven judges in an in-depth discussion about a preliminary version of the framework to inform revisions to its structure and content. After these meetings, the NCSC project team synthesized the various recommendations from the four focus groups in a revised version of the framework. Focus group participants were then surveyed for their reactions to the cumulative revisions; all respondents expressed support of the revised framework.

Recruitment. A purposive sample was drawn by NCSC staff from the source list of 140 judicial nominees without replacement (i.e., participation was sought from judges who had not previously participated in an interview). Effort was made to maximize diversity of the focus group sample by circuit, sex, race/ethnicity, and years of experience for each of the nine judicial assignment types. The AOIC issued the invitations for judges to participate in one of four in-person focus group sessions held at the AOIC headquarters facility in Springfield, Illinois. Invitations were distributed in the month prior to the sessions.

Participants. The 24 focus group participants represented 15 circuits from across the state. Participants were 78% male (22% female); 74% had been identified by their chief judges as white non-Hispanic (13% were identified as either black or Hispanic; for the remaining 13%, no information on race or ethnicity was provided). Focus group participants had an average of 5.5 years of experience on their current

---

¹⁸Percentages do not sum due to rounding.
judicial assignment (ranging from 2 to 16 years) and 11.4 years of total experience on the bench in Illinois (ranging from 3 to 25 years).

Focus group procedure. Focus group participants were guided through discussions to address the overall structure and organization of the framework. This included discussions about the scope of each of the elements and how themes or concepts raised in the judicial interviews were grouped; to identify any concepts that appeared to be missing, or that were addressed but were deemed not sufficiently relevant to merit inclusion in a final framework; to evaluate the language or terms used to describe elements or concepts captured by the framework; and to identify any additional considerations for framework revision. To explore these issues, focus group participants were engaged with direct question prompts, breakout exercises, and individual surveys and activities designed to encourage and inform group discussion. To conclude each focus group session, judges were prompted to share any final thoughts about the framework or what, in their view, it takes to be a “good judge,” were provided with NCSC contact information for post-meeting follow-up if desired, and were asked to share their preferred contact information as consent to be contacted for follow-up input on framework revisions. Each judge was thanked for his or her time and given the opportunity to ask the interviewer questions about the project before the session closed.

The NCSC research team reconciled feedback from the four focus groups and revised the framework based on this input. NCSC then shared the revised framework with the 22 focus group judges who indicated their consent to any follow-up. Of the 22 judges, 11 responded to the survey and shared comments unanimously approving of the framework revisions.

Survey

Overview. NCSC staff designed a confidential electronic survey to gather additional input from judges about the framework. In March of 2017, all 81 judges who had previously participated in an interview were invited to participate in the survey. The survey closed in April 2017 with 72 surveys completed.

Recruitment of participants. The AOIC emailed the survey invitation and reminder notices to the 81 judges who had previously participated in an interview.

Participants. Responses to the online survey were anonymous. The 72 survey participants included 38 Circuit Court judges and 34 associate judges from 20 judicial circuits across the state. Survey participants had an average of 13.2 years of total experience on the bench in Illinois (ranging from 1.5 to 34 years) in one or more of the nine assignment types identified by the Illinois project team for inclusion in the project.

Survey procedure. NCSC developed a brief survey with input from the AOIC and Illinois project team. Survey questions asked judges about the absolute and relative importance of each element in the framework, and for additional recommendations about helpful developmental resources and activities for their judicial peers. The survey was delivered in both web-based and PDF formats to allow judges to select their preferred response method.

Some of the aggregated survey results are presented in the main report. In addition, judges were asked in the survey to rank order the top three elements they felt were most important to their ability to excel (see Table A1, below). Respondents were also asked to identify whether they believed each of the nine
elements was foundational for new judges, regardless of assignment type (see Table A2, below). In response to both questions, the element most commonly flagged by survey participants was *Ethics & Integrity*, with 36% of judges indicating it is the most important element in the framework and 95.8% indicating it is foundational for all new judges regardless of assignment type.

*Table A1. “Top 3” importance ratings for each of the Elements of Judicial Excellence.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>#1</th>
<th>#2</th>
<th>#3</th>
<th>Not in top 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizen of the Court Community</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Ethics &amp; Integrity</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Engagement</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Well-Being</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Informed &amp; Impartial Decision-Maker</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Knowledge of the Law &amp; Justice System</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Critical Thinking</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Self-Knowledge &amp; Self-Control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leader of the Court Process</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Managing the Case &amp; Court Process</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Building Respect &amp; Understanding</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Facilitating Resolution</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table A2. Which elements are foundational for all new judges, regardless of assignment?*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>n*</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizen of the Court Community</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Ethics &amp; Integrity</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Engagement</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>63.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Well-Being</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>69.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Informed &amp; Impartial Decision-Maker</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Knowledge of the Law &amp; Justice System</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>93.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Critical Thinking</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>90.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Self-Knowledge &amp; Self-Control</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>90.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leader of the Court Process</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Managing the Case &amp; Court Process</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>88.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Building Respect &amp; Understanding</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>86.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Facilitating Resolution</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*n of 72 total respondents indicating the element is foundational for new judges
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Elements of Judicial Excellence

*Elements of Judicial Excellence* is a framework designed to support the professional development of state trial court judges. It is intended as a resource for judges throughout their careers, as well as for court leaders, judicial educators, mentors, and others involved in judicial professional development.

The framework was not designed to inform judicial selection or retention decisions and is not recommended for use as a basis for judicial selection criteria or retention standards.

Developed by the National Center for State Courts (NCSC) with partial funding from the State Justice Institute and in collaboration with the Illinois Courts, the framework is the result of an intensive qualitative research process that included input from over one hundred respected circuit court and associate judges in Illinois. Twenty chief judges in circuits from across the state nominated 140 respected judges to participate in this initiative as exemplars of judicial excellence in their respective assignments. A maximum diversity sample of 103 judges drawn from this source list of nominees participated in confidential interviews, focus groups, and/or surveys conducted by the NCSC project team in 2016 and 2017. This framework is based on their input.

**How to read this framework**

For each element in the framework, the following information is provided.

1. **Title & definition:** A label for the element and a one- or two-sentence description of the scope of the element.

2. **What do respected judges say?** A section summarizing the general themes or types of knowledge, skills, abilities, or other individual characteristics that respected judges described as important to judicial excellence. It also summarizes variations noted by judicial assignment type or experience level.

3. **What do respected judges do?** A section providing examples of strategies and illustrative behaviors described by respected judges when discussing judicial excellence. It also includes general advice from judges about what judges can do to improve, including the types of judicial education courses that could be helpful.

4. **Commentary:** A section briefly identifying some of the key linkages between the topics judges identified in sections #2 and #3 above and other empirical research.

**What is this framework?**

The *Elements of Judicial Excellence* is a roadmap of the general types of knowledge, skills, abilities, and other individual characteristics that respected judges described as important to judicial excellence. It was designed to support the professional development of judges throughout their careers.

**Who can use this framework?**

- ✔ State trial court judges interested in developing or honing their craft
- ✔ Court leaders, judicial educators, mentors, and others who support the professional development of judges
The resulting Elements of Judicial Excellence framework comprises nine elements. These nine elements capture the general types of knowledge, skills, abilities, and other individual characteristics described by judges as contributing to excellence in their roles as:

- **a CITIZEN OF THE COURT COMMUNITY**
  - Ethics & Integrity, Engagement, Well-Being

- **an INFORMED AND IMPARTIAL DECISION-MAKER**
  - Knowledge of the Law & Justice System, Critical Thinking, Self-Knowledge & Self-Control

- **a LEADER OF THE COURT PROCESS**
  - Managing the Case & Court Process, Building Respect & Understanding, Facilitating Resolution

For more detailed information about the development of this framework and recommendations for its use, refer to the complete project final report at www.ncsc.org/judicialexcellencereport.
What do respected judges say?

General themes from judicial interviews, focus groups, and surveys

Respected judges described judicial excellence as adhering to ethical and moral values requiring that people be treated with respect, honesty, and dignity and demonstrating empathy, compassion, and a concern for public welfare (see also Building Respect & Understanding). Good judges uphold the integrity of the judiciary by setting a positive example for others (see also Self-Knowledge & Self-Control and Engagement), including local court staff and justice stakeholders, whose interactions with the public impact perceptions of the court.

Judges also described the importance of understanding values specific to the judicial role, including judicial independence, impartiality, and fairness. Respected judges consider all relevant evidence and arguments from both sides when making decisions (see also Critical Thinking). They also provide a fair legal process by consistently following and upholding the letter of the law to ensure that individuals’ rights are protected (e.g., due process, HIPAA confidentiality) and that they have access to justice (see also Knowledge of the Law & Justice System, Managing the Case & Court Process). Judges emphasized the importance of maintaining propriety and the appearance of propriety by establishing appropriate personal relationship boundaries with others and not abusing the judicial office for personal or family gain.

In addition, good judges were described as knowledgeable about the state code of judicial conduct, judicial review processes, and disciplinary mechanisms. They are informed about the full array of ethical considerations specific to the judicial role. They are aware of the boundaries of ethical judicial behavior and the nature of inappropriate behaviors that may result in a disciplinary review. Judges explained that some of their peers have not read the judicial canons and may seek ethical guidance only after they have engaged in compromising behavior (see also Self-Knowledge & Self-Control). For example, they may have engaged in ex parte communications or found themselves in circumstances that created an otherwise avoidable conflict of interest.

Variations by assignment type or experience level

Respected judges acknowledged that some goals differed by judicial assignment. In some assignments, the purity of the adversarial process was valued, whereas other assignments involved a collaborative, therapeutic process in pursuit of restoration, reuniﬁcation, or the best interests of a party (see also Facilitating Resolution). Judges noted that problemsolving court assignments carried greater risks of crossing ethical boundaries because of the long-term and individualized nature of cases on the call.

Judges described the need for all new judges to learn how to recognize potential ethical issues and avoid the “slippery slope” or “slow roll off a cliff” into judicial misconduct. Although the ability to identify and avoid potential ethical entanglements was thought to improve with experience on the bench, participants warned that experienced judges can become overconﬁdent in their ability to effectively resolve ethical dilemmas in which they ﬁnd themselves.
What do respected judges do?

Respected judges offered the following examples of helpful strategies and illustrative behaviors when discussing this element of judicial excellence.

- Read the state Code of Judicial Conduct in its entirety. Review the canons periodically as a refresher to ensure that they are being followed in practice. Understand how the Code of Judicial Conduct is relevant at all times, including when off the bench and out in the community.

- Learn about the state judicial disciplinary body and the complaint process for judicial misconduct. Review summaries of and orders pertaining to complaints that have been filed. This knowledge may help judges better identify the circumstances and judicial behaviors that may result in censure or removal from office.

- Read the state Rules of Professional Conduct for attorneys. This may help judges identify and appropriately respond to or report attorney misbehavior.

- Regularly review the state bar association’s ethics advisory opinions and ethics inquiry pronouncements to see what issues are creating problems in the profession and among those who appear before the court. Knowing about those issues will help the judge stay above the fray, focused on the case before the court.

- If motions for recusal are filed, thoroughly review the submitted documentation in considering the request to respond appropriately to the expressed concerns, regardless of case type or litigant status.

- Discuss ethical dilemmas with colleagues or mentors for guidance on how to properly respond to and address ethical issues that arise. These mentors or resource judges may be identified through a variety of strategies.

- Contact judicial members of a state judicial conduct commission, ethics advisory committee, or other similar authority.

- Ask colleagues who the “go-to” judge is in the jurisdiction for ethics advice.

- Review prior educational conference materials for the names of judges who served as faculty on ethics-related educational sessions or panels.

Judges noted that engaging in more proactive efforts to learn about ethical judicial conduct, as in the strategies described above, may help judges better identify and prevent or avoid potentially compromising situations that reflect poorly on themselves and on the judicial office. In general, judges recommended taking all ethics courses offered and encouraged their peers not to limit themselves to the minimum required number of ethics courses or conference hours. Some judges described state judicial education seminars on how to appropriately interact with self-represented litigants as especially informative.

Commentary

Judicial ethics traditionally focuses on independence (freedom from external influences, such as minimizing conflicts of interest) and impartiality (freedom from personal biases that may affect judgments of and behavior toward others; see also Self-Knowledge and Self-Control). Judicial ethics also emphasizes integrity and fairness, including legal fairness (efforts to uphold the law and legal precedent).
A growing body of social science research identifies critical organizational and individual factors related to ethical or unethical conduct. At the organizational level, contextual factors and social norms (aspects of what researchers refer to as an organization’s ethical infrastructure) create expectations about appropriate behavior. These factors include, for example, the availability of formal ethics codes or other programs that offer formal behavioral guidance, and any social stigma associated with the use of available ethics-related resources. Other interpersonal influences, such as the ethical behavior of leadership and peers and how management treats people within the organization, also play a role. Such interpersonal and contextual factors provide essential guidance about what constitutes propriety or impropriety that can help to promote ethical judgment and behavior.

In addition, numerous antecedents to unethical conduct are known to exist at the individual level. Overconfidence is one. Individuals must be able to identify ethically compromising situations to avoid them. However, without the appropriate level of education and training, individuals may recognize the ethical implications of their behavior only after boundaries have been crossed. People must also have the courage to take appropriate action in ethically compromising situations, which in part depends on the individual’s willingness to take responsibility for their behavior in the situation and the belief that they can do what is necessary. This is one reason judges are required to remain abreast of legal, ethical, and constitutional requirements related to their area(s) of practice. As a research scholar observed, “ethical questions and conflicts anticipated and discussed tend to be ethical issues avoided.”

Endnotes

1 See MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (AM. BAR ASS’N, 2010) (many state judicial codes of conduct adopt, in some part, provisions of the Model Code).


5 Codes of conduct are a common institutional strategy for promoting ethical behavior, but because individuals are influenced heavily by other organizational and interpersonal factors, the creation of a code can sometimes do little to curb unethical conduct. See Jennifer Kish-Gephart, David Harrison, Linda Trevino, Bad Apples, Bad Cases, and Bad Barrels: Meta- Analytic Evidence About Sources of Unethical Decisions at Work, 95 J. APPLIED PSYCHOL. 1 (2010).

6 For example, empathy toward others has been linked with ethical judicial conduct. See Maxine Goodman, Three Likely Causes of Judicial Misbehavior and How These Causes Should Inform Judicial Discipline, 41 CAP. U. L. REV. 949 (2013).

7 See Tigran Eldred, Insights from Psychology: Teaching Behavioral Legal Ethics as a Core Element of Professional Responsibility, 2016 MICH. ST. L. REV. 757, 786-791 (2016) (for a summary of behavioral legal ethics research and recommended educational resources for attorneys).

Engagement

Engages in the work of the assignment, educates the local community, and supports colleagues in executing the mission of the court. Embraces performance feedback and seeks out opportunities for professional development.

What do respected judges say?

General themes from judicial interviews, focus groups, and surveys

Engagement refers in part to a commitment to judicial work and a dedication to self-improvement. Good judges were described as those who take initiative to develop their craft by seeking feedback on their performance and guidance from others on how to improve. They also adopt a regular process for self-assessment and look to identify and leverage other available opportunities for personal and professional growth.

But respected judges defined engagement as extending beyond a strong work ethic and improvement orientation. While judges valued these self-directed efforts, judicial excellence to them included sensitivity to the consequences of their own professional development activities on peers. That is, a good judge was described as one who participates in self-improvement activities without neglecting essential duties. Absenteeism (e.g., traveling to attend conferences, committee meetings, classes) places a burden on judicial colleagues to carry the workload. Good judges return to the court ready to share lessons learned from their professional development experiences so that all (including those who covered work in the judge's absence) may benefit from his or her participation.

Respected judges also recognize judicial excellence in those who contribute to a positive and supportive court environment and help to improve the functioning of the judiciary. Good judges were described as those who engage in community outreach activities, such as representing the judiciary at local community events and educating the public about the justice system and justice-related topics (related to Building Respect & Understanding).

They are “team players” who pitch in to help colleagues address the day-to-day challenges that arise for the court. They fill in when needed for colleagues who are away or ill. They assist or provide guidance to peers and other court professionals who are new to their position or struggling with the work. They also facilitate court improvement by volunteering to develop or test promising court innovations or new approaches.

Variations by assignment type or experience level

There were few differences in how this element was valued or expressed across judicial assignments. However, judges often noted the importance of finding new ways to nurture engagement over the course of long careers to avoid complacency. For example, a new judge may primarily focus on seeking out developmental resources and feedback for self-improvement (e.g., by participating in a judicial mentoring program; by seeking out opportunities to observe the courtrooms of respected colleagues to inform self-reflection about personal strengths and weaknesses). Experienced judges may shift their energies toward leadership activities such as community outreach, court improvement committee work, and mentoring or educating other justice system professionals (e.g., as formal peer mentors; as faculty for state judicial education programming). In addition, judges were described as better able to cultivate engagement on assignments that match their individual preferences and are a good fit for their skill set.
What do respected judges do?

Respected judges offered the following examples of helpful strategies and illustrative behaviors when discussing this element of judicial excellence.

- Draft new or update existing bench books, scripts, or other judicial resources to assist colleagues and promote consistency.
- Share information (e.g., about changes in legislation, policy, resources, research; about court processes or to define role expectations or norms) or lessons learned (takeaways from experiences or events/trainings) with colleagues.
- Educate members of the public about court functions and programs (e.g., by hosting law student externships or by participating in local civic education and other community outreach programs such as Law Day, mock trial programs, school presentations, and local bar association programs).
- Participate in local not-for-profit organizations seeking to address community issues.
- Attend events of the local bar association and other groups to educate the legal community about court functions or programs.
- Attend events of community groups to educate the local community about court functions or programs.
- Meet with local service providers outside of the courtroom to build connections and share information that may inform system-level improvements.
- Participate on committees designed to improve the court and justice system.
- Help to create, test, or implement new court technologies.
- Pilot innovative new court programs.

Generally, respected judges stressed the importance of actively and continuously pursuing formal educational opportunities to address gaps in knowledge, to enhance skills in pursuit of mastery, or to adapt effectively to changes in law or policy. For this element, judges found leadership training courses and courses designed to improve interpersonal communication and listening skills (see also Building Respect & Understanding) beneficial.

Commentary

Judicial engagement in this framework reflects (a) a diligence in faithfully executing the case-related duties of the position, (b) efforts to inform and educate the local community about the court, and (c) a set of behaviors aimed at helping peers, attorneys, and other court community stakeholders perform well in their roles. In the aggregate, the latter discretionary behaviors (called organizational citizenship behaviors in the empirical research literature on job performance) generally contribute to improved working environments and more effective organizations.9

Generally, research has shown that employees with high levels of engagement ensure that their own duties are performed well, but go “above and beyond” to improve themselves, contribute to the development of others, and enhance the organization.10 As the person develops and feels more competent and effective on the job, future engagement is stimulated, job satisfaction increased, and ultimately overall performance is improved.11 Engaged employees tend to apply more mental energy to their work and pay greater attention on the job, which in turn has performance-enhancing effects (see also Critical Thinking).12 They are also more likely to develop new, creative solutions to challenging workplace issues.13
Engaged judges may be more likely to elevate the performance of other court professionals and contribute meaningfully to a well-functioning justice system. They may help their colleagues complete daily work tasks, provide them with mentoring, and even build morale (see also Well-Being). Judicial mentors may themselves reap benefits from their mentoring activities in the form of improved social integration, personal growth, and performance gains of their own.

Developing and sustaining a high level of engagement can be challenging for judges because of the demands of the position, length of tenure on the job, and often stressful nature of the work (see Well-Being). Complacency or burnout may set in without efforts to nurture engagement. Disengaged judges may invest less effort on the job, be less helpful and civil with colleagues, and be absent from the workplace—impacting peers, productivity, and quality of work. This may eventually lead to attrition in the judicial workforce, which can be damaging to the judiciary given the time and resources needed to develop skilled judges. Thus there is good reason for both the individual judge and court leadership to identify ways to continuously promote judicial engagement.

Endnotes


16 Researchers concluded that “building engagement is the best approach to preventing burnout.” Christina Maslach, Burnout and Engagement in the Workplace: New Perspectives, 13 EUR. HEALTH PSYCHOL. 44, 45 (2011). More engaged and experienced judges are typically more effective on the job. For example, drug courts with judges who voluntarily preside over the court and who have at least two years of experience on the call produced greater cost savings and better participant outcomes (i.e., reduced recidivism) than judges with less experience or who were placed on the assignment by their chief judge. ADULT DRUG COURT BEST PRACTICE STANDARDS 22 (Nat’l Ass’n of Drug Ct. Prof. 2014), http://www.nadcp.org/sites/default/files/nadcp/AdultDrugCourtBestPracticeStandards.pdf.

18 Generally, although there are things that an individual can do to boost his or her own level of engagement, aspects of the workplace environment (e.g., organizational factors, leadership characteristics) can also influence employee engagement. See, e.g., Arnold Bakker & Evangelia Demerouti, Towards a Model of Work Engagement, 13 CAREER DEV. INT’L 209 (2008); Jakub Brdulak & Przemyslaw Banasik, Organizational Culture and Change Management in Courts, Based on Examples of the Gdansk Area Courts, 14 INT’L J. CONTEMPORARY MGMT. 33 (2015); Karina Lloyd et al., Is My Boss Really Listening To Me? The Impact of Supervisor Listening on Emotional Exhaustion, Turnover Intention, and Organizational Citizenship Behavior, 130 J. BUS. ETHICS 509 (2014); Diana Strom, Karen Sears, & Kristine Kelly, Work Engagement: The Roles of Organizational Justice and Leadership Style in Predicting Engagement Among Employees, 21 J. LEADERSHIP & ORG. STUD. 71 (2014).
Well-Being

Engages in self-care practices to manage stress and maintain physical and psychological health

What do respected judges say?

General themes from judicial interviews, focus groups, and surveys

Respected judges underscored the importance of developing preventive and protective self-care behaviors, both physical and psychological in nature, to build resilience and ensure optimal functioning on the job. They recognized the benefits of healthy lifestyle choices. Examples include eating well and getting adequate rest; establishing a regular exercise regimen; making time for peers, family, and community; and otherwise cultivating a healthy social support network. Nurturing hobbies to maintain work-life balance can also be important. Judges highlighted the importance of being able to “compartmentalize” and “let go” of work at the end of the day, and after resolution of a difficult case.

Judges acknowledged a tendency to focus so intently on the responsibilities of the position that they can lose sight of what is needed to care for themselves — until, perhaps, they realize that they are engaging in a lifestyle that is no longer sustainable. Moreover, if the importance of judicial well-being is not reinforced in the local court culture, judges may be reluctant to take vacation or sick leave, or to seek assistance when well-being is compromised. In discussion, judges noted the wisdom from pre-flight airline safety briefings: In a crisis, when the oxygen masks are deployed and the cabin is in a panic, put your own oxygen mask on first before you turn to assist others.

Variations by assignment type or experience level

The perceived importance of well-being varied somewhat across assignment types. Judges assigned to high-volume dockets pointed to the stamina required to manage a rapid-fire call, indicating the importance of physical self-care activities. Judges with substantial workloads or on assignments with emotionally charged cases (e.g., criminal, family, juvenile/child protection) described the risk of vicarious trauma as a significant issue and thus a greater need for effective stress management strategies. In addition, problem-solving court judges described themselves as closer to clients than in a traditional adversarial case. They frequently discussed how emotionally challenging it can be for the judge and the rest of the team when clients fail. Finally, judges who are placed on traveling assignments or who work in rural jurisdictions with few local colleagues may experience more isolation on the job than judges in urban areas. Some judges described their involvement in project-oriented court improvement efforts (see Engagement) as one strategy for coping with their isolation.

In addition, the transition from bar to bench may represent a substantial lifestyle change for new judges. Some judges reflected on how they were not fully prepared for the sedentary nature of the job and until health concerns prompted action, did not attend adequately to their physical self-care needs. Judges often pointed to the isolating nature of the position which, as prescribed by the state Code of Judicial Conduct, requires that relationship boundaries be set between a judge and other justice system stakeholders to preserve judicial impartiality and protect against the appearance of impropriety. Judges explained that new social connections must be forged to build a healthy and appropriate social support network, as previous relationships (e.g., with
members of the bar) often dissolve or change substantially following appointment or election.

What do respected judges do?

Respected judges offered the following examples of helpful strategies and illustrative behaviors when discussing this element of judicial excellence.

- Participate regularly in activities with judicial colleagues. Any opportunity to engage with colleagues was described as beneficial, whether formal (e.g., roundtable sounding board discussions, judicial education conferences or seminars, state bar association meetings, other court community events) or informal (e.g., morning breakroom conversation; routine gatherings of local judges such as lunch or dinner outings).

- Build and maintain a healthy social support network of family and friends outside of the profession.

- Learn how to use formal stress management and relaxation techniques.

- Eat well, get enough sleep, and make time for regular exercise.

- Take regular breaks from work to recharge.

- Use personal time to explore and savor hobbies or other restorative activities.

- Take earned vacation leave to decompress and refresh.

- Consult with medical professionals for routine wellness checkups and guidance on shaping healthy lifestyle habits.

In addition, judges found judicial education on topics related to stress and stress management to be directly beneficial to their lives on the bench. This included sessions on topics such as vicarious trauma, meditation and relaxation techniques, yoga, work-life balance, and personal health.\(^{20}\)

Commentary

Personal well-being has been shown in a variety of professional contexts to affect work performance. It is associated with improved performance on essential tasks and behaviors that go “above and beyond” job requirements to enhance the workplace (see Engagement).\(^{21}\) When well-being suffers (e.g., due to high levels of stress or poor self-care), work performance can be compromised.

Stress management skills may be particularly important for judges, who face a diverse array of work-related stressors in a complex work environment.\(^ {22}\) Although moderate levels of stress can have performance-enhancing advantages, high levels of stress can impair cognitive and social functioning and result in increased difficulty concentrating or focusing on work, recalling or processing new information, and making decisions. A stressed judge, for example, may not evaluate evidence as thoroughly, render just decisions, or communicate effectively with others, which may in turn elicit poorer performances from other justice system stakeholders.\(^ {23}\) High levels of stress may also adversely impact the physical and psychological health of the judge.\(^ {24}\) American trial court judges in a 2009 study reported experiencing symptoms of stress such as anger or irritability, anxiety, depression, exhaustion or fatigue, sleep disturbances, eating problems, muscle tension, headaches, rashes, and back, chest, or muscle pain.\(^ {25}\) One promising approach to reducing stress and improving coping skills of new judges is to connect them with experienced and well-trained judicial mentors.\(^ {26}\)
Relatedly, poor self-care can impair job performance. Sleep deprivation has been shown to impair communication and emotion management, lead to errors in decision-making (particularly in responding to unexpected events or revising plans), and result in more negative responses to punishable behavior.27 Similarly, pushing through cases without a break for rest or a meal results in fatigue that can lead to unfair decisions. One study found that parole boards were more likely to grant parole (65% of the time) when fresh off of a food break, but were increasingly less likely to grant parole as time went on without such a break (down to nearly 0%).28 These studies and others like them illustrate the importance of not only good stress management skills but also positive lifestyle choices and self-care habits.

Endnotes

19 Respected judges also described what they thought colleagues who struggle in this area might look like: They may display sudden changes in mood (e.g., lashes out, appears withdrawn), isolate themselves from colleagues, demonstrate insecurity in decision-making (e.g., by postponing decisions or continually second-guessing their actions), fall behind in their work, be increasingly absent from the courthouse, or show physical symptoms of tension, fatigue, or poor health.

20 Vicarious trauma (VT) refers to “the experience of a helping professional personally developing and reporting their own trauma symptoms as a result of responding to victims of trauma. VT is a very personal response to the work such helping professionals do.” Peter Jaffe et al., Vicarious Trauma in Judges: The Personal Challenge of Dispensing Justice, 2 JUV. & FAM. CT. J., 1, 2 (Fall 2003). See also Deborah Smith, Secondary or Vicarious Trauma Among Judges and Court Personnel, TRENDS IN ST. CTS. (April 2017), http://www.ncsc.org/sitecore/content/microsites/trends/home/Monthly-Trends-Articles/2017/Secondary-or-Vicarious-Trauma-Among-Judges-and-Court-Personnel.aspx.

21 See, generally, Russell Cropanzano et al., The Relationship of Emotional Exhausation to Work Attitudes, Job Performance, and Organizational Citizenship Behaviors, 88 J. APPLIED PSYCHOL. 160 (2003); Mihaela Man & Constantin Tici, Subjective Well-Being and Professional Performance, 2 MGMT & ECON. 211 (2015); Thomas Wright & Russell Cropanzano, Psychological Well-Being and Job Satisfaction as Predictors of Job Performance, 5 J. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PSYCHOL. 84 (2000). One recent study compared businesses that invested in workplace wellness programs to improve employee health and well-being with those that did not. Researchers found that “health conscious” companies with well-designed and well-implemented wellness programs (i.e., C. Everett Koop Award winners) significantly outperformed other companies (as measured by stock returns in this study). Authors hypothesized that an organizational commitment to employee well-being may result in improved recruitment, retention, and productivity of staff, with downstream organizational performance benefits. Ron Goetz et al., The Stock Performance of C. Everett Koop Award Winners Compared with the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index, 58 J. OCCUPATIONAL & ENVTL. MED. 9 (2016).

22 Judges often face heavy workloads, long hours, and professional and social isolation. They routinely make decisions in high-pressure environments regarding issues that may have significant consequences for others and that may have no satisfactory resolution. They sometimes manage disrespectful or ill-prepared parties, are subject to intense public scrutiny, face repeated exposure to disturbing or traumatic events, and even receive threats to physical safety. This is in addition to the inevitable personal stress (e.g., from financial, health, family, or other life challenges) that may periodically arise in daily life outside of work. See Tracy Eeils & C. Robert Showalter, Work-Related Stress in American Trial Judges, 222 BULL. AM. ACAD. PSYCHIATRY & L. 71 (1994).


24 Stress predicts negative lifestyle choices, such as poor eating habits and substance abuse (including smoking, alcohol consumption, and illicit drugs), which can contribute to declines in health and functioning. See Rajita Sinha, How Does Stress Increase Risk of Drug Abuse and Relapse? 158 PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY, 343 (2001). Rajita Sinha & Ania Jastreboff, Stress as a Common Risk Factor for Obesity and Addiction, 73 BIOLOGICAL PSYCHIATRY, 827 (2013). Chronic stress is a risk factor for physical disease (e.g., cardiovascular and autoimmune diseases), declines in mental health, and mortality. See Sheldon Cohen, Denise Janicki-Deverts & Gregory Miller, Psychological Stress and Disease, 298 J. AM. MED. ASS’N. 1685 (2007); Mariefrance Marin et al., Chronic Stress, Cognitive Functioning, and Mental Health, 96 NEUROBIOLOGY LEARNING & MEMORY 583 (2011); Carol Graham, Happiness and Economics: Insights for Policy from the New ‘Science’ of Well-Being, 1 J. BEHAV. ECON. POL’Y 69 (2017).

25 See David Flores et al., Judges’ Perspectives on Stress and Safety in the Courtroom: An Exploratory Study, 45 CT. REV. 76 (2009).


Knowledge of the Law & Justice System

Understands the legal and operational matters relevant to the assignment. Builds knowledge from relevant disciplines and understands their implications in daily work.

What do respected judges say?

General themes from judicial interviews, focus groups, and surveys

Respected judges stressed the importance of getting the ruling “right” (see Critical Thinking). To do so requires a strong foundation of knowledge about the laws, policies, best practices, and resources of the local justice system as well as the organizations providing services.

A judge must first know the law to rule on cases correctly. Good judges have strong legal research skills and keep up-to-date with new legislation, appellate opinions, and other recent legal developments relevant to the assignment. Judges who possess a relevant and current body of legal knowledge were described as better able to rule promptly from the bench or with minimal delay if matters must be taken under advisement (see Managing the Case & Court Process).

Respected judges also explained the need for several other types of knowledge to inform sound judicial decision-making.

First, good judges understand the administrative processes of the court, as well as how justice system agencies and other stakeholder organizations operate (such as community-based agencies that provide services used or ordered by the court). Respected judges gave examples of how an awareness of the procedures law enforcement officers follow when transporting incarcerated individuals to and from the courthouse informed their docket management practices (see Managing the Case & Court Process). Judges described the utility of specific operational knowledge about the justice system environment, including but not limited to the array of services available as dispositional options.

This extended to knowing the number of beds or spaces open for use, formal or informal policies or practices dictating the availability of those resources, and what agency representatives have the authority to do as compared to what is needed from the court. Judges also pointed out that colleagues who possess strong operational knowledge about other stakeholder agencies and community resources (e.g., interpreter services, legal services, and treatment programs) may be better able to construct informed and effective rulings for all parties.29

Second, respected judges highlighted the value of understanding the best or evidence-based practices known to promote positive case outcomes. This may include an understanding of the conceptual underpinnings of those practices, how those practices differ from traditional or “business as usual” practices, what objectives those practices are designed to achieve, and any pertinent evaluation of the efficacy of those practices. It may extend to evidence-based knowledge developed in specialized disciplines that provide insights about a type of case, litigant, or social problem.30

Third, judges noted the large number of tools and court technologies available to support judicial decision-making. Child support calculators, offender risk and needs assessment instruments, presentence investigation reports, and other tools or decision aids are designed to inform decision-making and improve the administration of justice. Good judges know about these tools and use them correctly.
A strong knowledge base requires continuous learning. Respected judges highlighted the importance of staying current with legal knowledge, as well as exploring complementary areas that, while not necessarily legal in nature, play an important role in judicial work (e.g., forensic science). In addition, they described a good judge as one who recognizes the limits of his or her knowledge on certain issues and knows how to manage that lack of knowledge effectively.

Variations by assignment type or experience level

The relative importance of different types of knowledge varies based on the assigned area of law. Civil court judges may spend more time researching complex legal issues. Knowledge of child welfare issues and child development was often cited as helpful to support more informed decision-making in cases with juveniles. Different procedural matters, such as jury selection procedures, are implicated in jury trials (see also Managing the Case & Court Process). Some criminal court judges discussed knowledge about the risk-need-responsivity model that is the foundation for evidence-based sentencing and community corrections practices. Family and problem-solving court judges prioritized knowledge about local treatment providers, evidence-based treatment programs, and other services available in the community. Problem-solving court judges emphasized knowledge about the state problem-solving court certification standards and, for judges working in specialty courts focused on substance abuse issues, the National Association of Drug Court Professionals’ (NADCP) Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standards. They also stressed the critical importance of routine refresher training on evidence-based practices.

Judges offered comments that reflect other differences by position or experience level. Associate judges may not require the same level of knowledge about the roles and functions of justice system stakeholder agencies as circuit court judges to perform their work. Needing continual prompting by parties (e.g., on the applicable law, appropriate procedure, and/or relevant legal resources) was viewed by some as symptomatic of a lack of legal or justice system knowledge. A good judge should be at least, if not more, knowledgeable than the attorneys who appear before him or her. These comments may reflect differences between early-career judges and more senior judges, whose library of knowledge has grown over time and with experience. It may also reflect a difference between “specialist” judges who preside over a court or docket dedicated to a specific category of cases (e.g., a family court judge) and “generalist” judges who hear many different types of cases (e.g., as may be the case in rural circuits with a smaller bench), where breadth of knowledge must be prioritized over depth.

What do respected judges do?

Respected judges offered the following examples of helpful strategies and illustrative behaviors when discussing this element of judicial excellence.

- Review the judicial bench book for assigned area of law.
- Review existing statutes applicable to assigned area of law.
- Spend time daily or weekly reviewing legal updates relevant to assigned area of law (e.g., new statutes, appellate court decisions and other case law).
- Conduct legal research on each case (and particularly on those presenting new or different legal issues) to improve knowledge of a newly assigned field.
Discuss cases or specific issues with judicial peers within the same division of law.

Participate in or establish a regular discussion group with judicial colleagues in which each shares a short presentation on a recent development in case law.

Interact and stay engaged with other justice system stakeholders, who can be invaluable sources of justice system knowledge (e.g., knowledge about agency operations or new programs or services). For example:

- Attend meetings of a practice group section of the local bar association to listen and learn more about the challenges attorneys wrestle with.
- Coordinate periodic (e.g., quarterly) meetings of key court community stakeholders or informational brown bag sessions featuring representatives of key agencies (e.g., a Department of Children & Family Services representative could explain what the agency is legally able to do).
- Cite precedent and authority through rulings on the bench or in written opinions.
- Adhere to court rules and procedures during a docket.
- Refer eligible defendants or cases to available community services or programming.
- Write articles on a special topic for publication.

Generally, respected judges found issues related to fundamental legal and practical judicial knowledge well-covered by existing state and national educational resources, and sought out more advanced education on specialized topics relevant to their assignment type.

**Commentary**

The law, policy, and best practices in judicial decision-making constantly evolve. This has important implications for any program of continuing judicial education, which must prioritize acquisition and retention of new information but at the same place weight on revising and correcting outdated knowledge. Without essential current knowledge about statutes, case law, legal rules and procedures specific to the assignment, a judge may make decisions that harm litigants, the community, or even the judiciary as an institution.

To render informed and effective judgments, judges are also often called on to understand extra-legal topics and concepts for which they have no prior formal training. Judges may need to develop more than a surface-level understanding of complex non-legal issues related to, for example, organizational management, forensic science, behavioral and social sciences, and medical sciences. Knowledgeable judges ultimately produce better outcomes. For example, drug court programs produce significantly better outcomes in the form of reduced recidivism and reduced substance abuse when led by judges knowledgeable about substance abuse disorders and treatment processes.

When done well, training may accelerate learning, provide much-needed guidance on complex topics, and increase perceptions of self-efficacy and confidence when managing challenging issues. But the efficacy of formal learning programs to acquire knowledge about complex legal and extra-legal concepts alike can be problematic. To acquire and maintain a broad and highly technical knowledge base takes much time and effort. Contemporary state judicial education programs have limited resources to provide for this on their own. Primarily lecture-based programs offered infrequently with no planned follow-up to reinforce learning (e.g., conference seminars) frequently fail to achieve educational objectives. A meta-analysis of several years of research on training and coaching programs in another field found that, among training programs that focused only on conveying theory and engaging participants in discussion, only about 10% of trained material was retained, and 0% of trained
content was applied in regular practice. Knowledge and skill transfer appear to be significantly more likely when educators provide trainees with meaningful opportunities to apply those concepts in directed practice, followed by performance feedback and on-the-job coaching. When lectures and discussion are supplemented with demonstration, practice, feedback, and coaching, 95% of trained material was found to be retained and put into practice. This type of ongoing training and coaching can help to preserve knowledge gains and avoid a phenomenon commonly referred to as drift, which occurs when knowledge gets distorted over time and unintended variations in the application of that knowledge emerge.

Endnotes

29 Relevant justice system knowledge includes a familiarity with local alternatives to incarceration and community-based supervision and treatment options in criminal cases. Knowledge about the design and efficacy of such options, as well as how they differ from one another, can inform pretrial release decisions, sentencing decisions, and decisions about referral to special programs (e.g., pre-trial diversion, problem-solving court). In the family law context, a judge crafting a family reunification order may issue a ruling that results in better outcomes for all parties when equipped with a full understanding of the scope of social and treatment services offered by local providers and any formal requirements or informal hurdles that serve to restrict access to those services. This knowledge can include the cost of services, which might inform interactions with indigent litigants through referral to certain providers, altered timelines for completion, or creative uses of other resources to meet needs of the case, the litigant, or both. Knowledge of funding available to cover fees related to services or program participation was also discussed as particularly helpful information for problem-solving court judges.

30 For example, an understanding of science and technology best practices may be helpful in a medical malpractice case or when considering forensic evidence.


32 Major policy change represents one example. Cook County, for instance, recently implemented a risk-based system of pretrial release. A 2016 review by the Cook County sheriff’s office found that local judges were making decisions that differed from the bail guidelines that were based on the new pretrial risk assessment process in 85% of their cases. See Frank Main, Cook County Judges Not Following Bail Recommendations: Study, CHICAGO SUN TIMES, July 3, 2016, http://chicago.suntimes.com/news/cook-county-judges-not-following-bail-recommendations-study-find/; Crime and Justice News, Chicago Judges Spurn Risk-Assessment System in 85% of Bail Cases, CRIM. REP., July 5, 2016, https://thecrimereport.org/2016/07/05/chicago-judges-spurn-risk-assessment-system-in-85-of-bail-cases-2/.

33 Researchers in one study concluded that judges were not effective gatekeepers of the court when it came to discerning the quality of scientific evidence. They found that some judges reported distrust of social science generally and were unlikely to admit such evidence regardless of its validity; others said they would admit evidence regardless of whether it was internally invalid or flawed. However, authors also suggested that judges could be trained to better evaluate scientific evidence and discern the difference between sound research and “junk science.” See Margaret Kovera & Bradley McAuliff, The Effects of Peer Review and Evidence Quality on Judge Evaluations of Psychological Science: Are Judges Effective Gatekeepers? 85 J. APPLIED PSYC. 574 (2000). Others have argued that “an effective trial judge needs more than a conventional legal understanding of the problems associated with” eyewitness-identification and confession evidence, stating that “a mature social science literature has emerged that shows a tendency for conventional legal understandings (a) to fail to appreciate the power of suggestive procedures, (b) to rely too much on eyewitness-identification certainty, (c) to have faulty views of factors that impair memory, and (d) to generally fail to create disincentives for suggestive procedures.” Laura Smalarz & Gary Wells, Eyewitness-Identification Evidence: Scientific Advances and the New Burden on Trial Judges, 48 CT. REV. 14, 21 (2012). See also S. Kassin et al., Police-Induced Confessions: Risk Factors and Recommendations, 34 LAW & HUMAN BEHAVIOR (2010).

34 See Donald Farole & Amanda Cissner, Seeing Eye to Eye: Participant and Staff Perspectives on Drug Courts, in DOCUMENTING RESULTS: RESEARCH ON PROBLEM-SOLVING JUSTICE 51 (Greg Berman et al., eds. 2007); Janine Zweig et al., Drug Court Policies and Practices: How Program Implementation Affects Offender Substance Use and Criminal Behavior Outcomes, 8 DRUG CT. REV. 43 (2012).

35 BRUCE JOYCE & BEVERLY SHOWERS, STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH STAFF DEVELOPMENT (3d ed. 2002).

Critical Thinking

What do respected judges say?

General themes from judicial interviews, focus groups, and surveys

Respected judges described a range of cognitive skills related to critical thinking ability as important for judicial excellence.

First, good judges were described as effective information gatherers. They develop a solid understanding of the case history and context from available case files and other relevant documents. They may also seek out pertinent information and input from the perspective of multiple stakeholders in a case and experts as appropriate to support informed, balanced, and fair decision-making. They engage in dialogue to understand others’ perspectives on key issues, including the significance of social and cultural norms that may be at play. Input from clinical professionals and other experts on the needs or challenges of special populations or about difficult technical issues in a case may be helpful. Outside of the courtroom, judges can observe or engage with community groups to get a better understanding of local justice issues. Such information gathering activities are facilitated by strong interpersonal communication and listening skills (see Building Respect & Understanding).

Second, respected judges described an ability to analyze and synthesize information effectively. This includes the ability to analyze the quality of evidence and legal arguments to weigh their merits. Judges described how they are called upon to assess evidence from different sources that may have different strengths and weaknesses. They also must synthesize sometimes conflicting evidence into a holistic, coherent narrative that constructs the most objective possible account of events. Judges also described how they must be able to discern the key issues in a case or argument, recognize discrepancies or points of disagreement, and identify missing information needed from parties to comply with appropriate legal procedures (e.g., adhere to statutory requirements regarding record to permit case progress or to render a decision).

Third, respected judges highlighted the importance of an ability to apply the law (see Knowledge of the Law & Justice System) and exercise sound judgment in rendering the best decisions possible given the available information. This included the need to conduct a methodical and thorough analysis of the facts admitted in each case and to issue well-reasoned decisions sensitive to short-term and long-term impacts on parties. Good judges, for example, understand how to identify behavioral indicators of a party’s substance addiction or mental health need in early stages of a case and, on that basis, order appropriate next steps (e.g., referral for a mental health assessment or competency evaluation) to minimize case delay (see also Managing the Case & Court Process). Respected judges pointed to the value of problem-solving skills: They viewed good judges as those taking the initiative to identify creative approaches within prescribed law or policy to address challenges in court operations or in a specific case. This, for example, may involve novel uses of available technology, funding, inter-agency or community provider partnerships, or other resources to achieve better justice outcomes. They discussed the need to “think on one’s feet” and adapt processes or decisions to appropriately account for new evidence, changes in schedules, or other unexpected circumstances in cases.
Finally, judges acknowledged the need to arrive at decisions as expeditiously as possible (see also Managing the Case & Court Process). Judges frequently mentioned the tension between rendering timely decisions and rendering fair, effective decisions. In many cases time is required for careful reflection, research, and/or deliberation. Good judges were described as those who first and foremost issue decisions that promote the best possible justice outcomes while still adhering to prescribed time constraints. However, they were also described as willing to take extra time (perhaps more than suggested at first glance or by the parties) when needed to dig deeper into challenging or complex issues and ultimately get the decision right.

Variations by assignment type or experience level

There were differences across assignments in the relative importance of various critical thinking skills. Judges viewed information-processing and decision-making speed as especially important in bond court and other high-volume dockets, where caseloads do not provide the luxury of a slower or more deliberative approach. Procedures in these courts are structured to facilitate rapid decision-making (e.g., based on bond schedules). Litigants in specialty dockets with a focus on case planning, such as problem-solving courts or juvenile/child protection dockets, may benefit from a judge’s creative problem-solving skills in the form of improved longer-term outcomes. The problem-solving efforts of a good judge may include a case review (e.g., of risk and needs assessment; case history information) to determine whether the litigant may benefit from treatment interventions or other services. Analytical and reasoning skills are at the forefront of bench and jury trials that include evidentiary rulings, determinations of witness veracity, and interactions with legal counsel and litigants. For jury trials, judges must be sufficiently familiar with a case and relevant evidentiary issues to be able to rule from the bench. Judges who struggle in this area may contribute to delays in case processing by taking too many matters under advisement or taking too long to render a final decision. Judges described how parties may bring frequent but unnecessary attempts at impeachment and the judge must know when an issue is relevant to the case to avoid delay, move the trial forward, and keep the jury focused (see also Facilitating Resolution). In addition, some judges recommended that every new judge address this element because a judge’s objectives differ from those of a practicing lawyer.

What do respected judges do?

Respected judges offered the following examples of helpful strategies and illustrative behaviors when discussing this element of judicial excellence.

- Seek exposure to a broad base of new ideas and perspectives in critical analysis relevant to the assignment by reading extensively on non-legal national and international, social, ethical, environmental, health, and technological issues.

- Regularly engage in active conversation with people outside of one’s typical social circle to better understand the diversity of others’ views (e.g., values, perspectives, opinions, beliefs) and experiences in their daily lives (including the social and cultural norms that affect them, the privileges they benefit from, and/or the challenges they face).

- Take time before issuing a ruling to specifically reflect on one’s decision-making process. Examine whether a methodical process was followed to arrive at a decision before committing to it. Examine if there was point in time during the case when an argument, statement, or review of notes triggered the ultimate decision, rather than reaching a decision following reflective contemplation of all evidence, arguments, case law, and other relevant information.
When matters must be taken under advisement, take the time to work through them. If more information is needed, schedule a time for the parties to present case law and arguments.

Ask questions of parties from the bench to learn more about the circumstances of the case. Think through the long-term consequences that a decision might have on litigants, and what a good legal decision would be, based on what is heard.

Attend to key behavioral indicators communicated by parties to inform analysis (e.g., in assessing the veracity of statements or possible need for a clinical evaluation). This requires the judge to know what behavioral indicators to look for, and what behaviors may not be diagnostic.

Respected judges most valued courses that incorporated critical thinking skill-building activities (role-play exercises with feedback, dissection of case scenarios) and that offered models for how to think through and evaluate complex questions of law. Some judges indicated that courses on alternative dispute resolution could be helpful in this regard. Others found taking or teaching college courses to be beneficial for enhancing critical thinking skills.

Commentary

Judges are frequently challenged to diagnose and solve problems that stretch their knowledge and skill base (see Knowledge of the Law & Justice System). One study of judges considered by their peers to be “wise” judicial decision-makers concluded that “wise judges” are not only excellent legal analysts of the evidence on record, they also are adept systems thinkers. These “wise judges” gather, clarify, and assimilate information from multiple perspectives into a balanced, holistic understanding of a case. They are able to understand the perspectives of others, which may reflect values, experiences, social norms, or cultural beliefs that differ from their own. Ultimately, they synthesize these varied perspectives to make informed decisions within the confines of the law. In this way, they craft decisions to best address the problems that led to legal matters before the court. This definition of “judicial wisdom” seems to overlap in many ways with what respected judges had to say above about judicial excellence.

Limited insight into the cognitive processes relied upon to make important decisions presents another significant challenge for judges. A substantial body of scientific research on human information-processing reveals that people, judges included, are less likely to use logical, ordered, rational, systematic decision-making processes than they believe (see also Self-Knowledge and Self-Control). Decisions that allow for greater discretion (such as those guided by legal standards) can be more susceptible to influence by stereotypes or other biases than decisions with more formal structure (such as those governed by legal rules). The factfinder may seek out information in ways biased by intuition (as suggested in one recent study of Supreme Court decisions), and s/he may be more easily persuaded by information that supports an intuitive conclusion than information that contradicts it (even when the intuitive conclusion is erroneous). Although judicial discretion is a necessary ingredient for “tailoring outcomes to achieve justice and equity,” it is important for judges to consider that “there is a tradeoff: the more discretion, the more risk of bias.” A recent American Judges Association white paper calls for judges who “aspire to be great – not just good – at their profession [to] focus on how to become better at making good decisions.”
The Federal Judicial Center provides a curated list of resources on Mindfulness and Judging. The list includes the American Judges Association white paper, *Minding the Court: Enhancing the Decision-Making Process*. See www.fjc.gov/content/321599/mindfulness-and-judging-resources-judges.

Endnotes

37 For example, witnesses or litigants may attempt to deceive the judge or may simply recall events incorrectly; forensic evidence may be unreliable depending on whether proper protocols were followed. Judges must make factual and evidentiary determinations accordingly.

38 Respected judges described the importance of problem-solving and creativity in judicial excellence. In individual cases, for example, it may mean structuring a sentence to balance punishment objectives in accordance with community values and public safety with rehabilitative or recidivism reduction objectives by allowing for a defendant to enroll in treatment services. Good judges have an ability to take a big-picture view of a case, consider the ramifications of decisions for the parties in a case and the community at large, and identify different ways of achieving desired outcomes when troubleshooting is necessary (e.g., due to limited resources).


Self-Knowledge & Self-Control

Understands how one’s personal perspective, values, preferences, mental state, and way of thinking can impact decision-making and others’ perceptions of fairness. Develops and applies strategies to manage emotions and address biases in judgment and behavior.

What do respected judges say?

General themes from judicial interviews, focus groups, and surveys

Respected judges stressed the critical role of self-management skills in ensuring fair processes, impartial decisions, and just outcomes. Judges attuned to their personal values, preferences, expectations, mental and emotional states, and way of thinking—and how their personal experiences and background play a role in shaping them—may be better able to avert misunderstandings. They also may be better at addressing unintended biases that could otherwise arise in one’s perceptions about, reactions to, and analysis of a case.

Respected judges valued a heightened awareness of and knowledge about the factors that can limit their understanding in a case, influence how they perceive and interpret information, and impact their decision-making (see also Critical Thinking). They stressed the need to engage in thoughtful self-reflection and monitoring practices helpful in identifying and assessing potential risks (e.g., personal views, experiences, biases, emotions, and “hot button” issues) to impartiality. A judge with inadequate self-knowledge, for example, may make implicit assumptions about parties or the dynamics of an interpersonal conflict based on personal views not applicable to the case being heard. This may lead the judge to an incorrect understanding of a case or even to seek out and interpret new evidence in ways that confirm his or her existing assumptions.

A judge equipped with self-knowledge may take corrective actions to produce a fairer decision and better court outcomes. Good judges, for example, should be aware of the emotions they are experiencing and how those emotions may be expressed in ways that affect public perceptions of the judge (e.g., judicial demeanor or temperament) and court. Good judges should be able to anticipate how they may feel or react in certain situations. Doing so allows them to establish a plan to effectively manage anticipated emotions. Judges commented extensively on the importance of emotion management skills in maintaining impartiality and the perception of impartiality in the courtroom. Some expressed the belief that judges who lack self-control in this regard would also be more likely to lose control of the courtroom (see Building Respect and Understanding).

Finally, good judges know that self-knowledge and self-control can be maintained only through constant vigilance. They are aware that new biases can develop over time with respect to, for example, certain case types or litigants. Without continuous self-monitoring, judges may find it difficult to maintain a grounded perspective, a sense of humility as a public servant, and an awareness of their own fallibility. This occurs in part because of the judge’s position of power and the relatively few readily available opportunities to receive honest performance feedback. Judges urged their colleagues to remember that “you are no smarter, funnier, or better looking than before you became a judge.”

Variations by assignment type or experience level

The general sense among the participating judges was that the fit between the individual and the judicial assignment was important to the self-management approach. A good judge possesses the self-awareness and knowledge to (a) adapt his or her approach...
to fit the needs of the assignment, (b) recognize his or her own limitations to seek development where needed for the assignment, or (c) to the degree that judge has input about his or her assignment, communicate a poor fit to the chief or presiding judge. For example, the emotionally charged nature of many cases in family and child protection assignments may require heightened emotion regulation and stress management skills (see Well-Being). Problem-solving court judges, often described as the ringleader of status hearings, may need to express more emotion to build rapport with and motivate clients (see Building Respect & Understanding) than judges on traditional assignments. With respect to jury trials, several judges commented on the importance of a judge who “isn’t seen”—that is, a judge who presides over the court process, but is not the focus of the jury’s attention. Jury trial judges felt they should always strive to portray objectivity and refrain from expressing or otherwise communicating opinions or beliefs that may be detected by the jury.

What do respected judges do?

Respected judges offered the following examples of helpful strategies and illustrative behaviors when discussing this element of judicial excellence.

- Set aside time for daily reflection to detect emotions, observe thinking patterns, and identify personal triggers.

- Use techniques such as mindfulness or other form of meditation to raise self-awareness.

- When difficult emotions “start to get the better of you,” take short recesses as needed to regain composure, use deep or diaphragmatic breathing techniques to settle your acute emotions, or “take a deep breath and count to 10” before responding.

- Engage in perspective-taking to consider how one’s behavior may be perceived by others. That is, think about how others may see and interpret your behavior or statements. Recall how you perceived judges when you were a practicing attorney to keep perspective and a sense of humility.

- Consult with respected colleagues on sensitive decisions to help identify personal biases or blind spots.

- Schedule cases on the docket in a strategic order to help disrupt or minimize the effects of one’s known personal biases (e.g., against specific case types or types of litigants).

Many of the specific strategies listed above for developing self-knowledge and maintaining self-control were also described by judges as helpful for promoting Well-Being (e.g., exercise, using techniques such as mindfulness or other form of meditation). In addition, respected judges described courses on implicit bias and decision-making as illuminating (“it really made me stop and question how I make my decisions”). Some believed every new judge should seek intensive training on the topic, as it “would make for a much better judge from the start.”

Commentary

Professionals in all fields benefit from self-knowledge and self-control, but these self-management skills are of particular importance to judges, who are called upon to act as fair and impartial decision-makers. Judges are better equipped to operate in this capacity when they have a strong understanding of the inner workings of their mind and how subtle influences can shape those mental processes, both cognitive and emotional, to affect judgment and behavior.

One self-management challenge for judges stems from how hard they have worked to develop their
analytical and reasoning skills and eliminate undue influences on their decision-making. Because of this effort, judges may assume that they do not allow emotion or other extra-legal factors to color their judgments. But while people may easily identify bias in others’ judgments and behavior, they often struggle to detect their own biases.\(^\text{47}\) Judges are not exceptions. Research has shown judges to be susceptible to many of the same biases as the general population.\(^\text{48}\) Emotional states, even those unrelated to the case at hand, may exacerbate the expression of such biases. These effects can be subtle: One recent study found that judges punished juvenile offenders, particularly African-American juveniles, with harsher sentences in the days following a disappointing loss by the local football team. Other research has found judges’ decisions to be especially influenced by their stereotypes toward and emotional reactions to litigants in situations when “the law is unclear, the facts are disputed, or [they] possess wide discretion.”\(^\text{50}\)

Traditional views in the legal profession characterize good judges as emotionless and dispassionate, but to even approximate such a state requires hard work.\(^\text{51}\) In one recent study, judges explained that “to be a really good judge” one must constantly inventory one’s own thoughts and emotional states.\(^\text{52}\) Accurate self-knowledge is essential to a judge’s ability to manage the influence of these factors on the way s/he decides a case (see Critical Thinking), interacts with litigants, court professionals, and the general public (see Building Respect & Understanding), and generally conducts him or herself in judicial office (see Ethics & Integrity).

Endnotes

\(^\text{45}\) Judges described numerous situations in which their patience was tested or they lost their temper in court. This included examples of self-represented litigants who simply did not understand the legal process, of defendants’ or litigants’ combative behavior toward the judge, and incidents of egregious behavior between parties that ran contrary to the judge’s personal values or shocked the judge’s moral sensibilities.

\(^\text{46}\) Implicit bias is bias that results from the stereotypes, attitudes, and other associations a person has between a particular social group and a quality (e.g., “elderly” and “frail”) that can operate automatically, without conscious awareness or intent, to influence perception of, judgments about, and behavior toward others. For more information, see www.ncsc.org/ibeducation.


\(^\text{48}\) For a recent review of the research literature generally, including emotional biases in judicial decision-making and biases based on race and other group membership, see Jeffrey Rachlinski et al., Judging the Judiciary by the Numbers: Empirical Research on Judges, 13 ANNU. REV. LAW SOC. SCI. 203 (2017).


\(^\text{50}\) Andrew Wistrich, Jeffrey Rachlinski & Chris Guthrie, Heart Versus Head: Do Judges Follow the Law or Follow Their Feelings?, 93 TEX. L. REV. 855, 911 (2015).


\(^\text{52}\) Heidi Levitt & Bridget Dunnivant, Judicial Wisdom: The Process of Constructing Wise Decisions, 28 J. CONSTRUCTIVIST PSYCHOL. 243, 256 (2016), at 256. As one judge participating in the study noted, “Judges are not robots... they are products of their environments, their upbringing, their religion, their culture, all the things that impact a personal and develop personality, character, outlook on life and so forth... [They may] look at the same factual situation [and] may draw different inferences.” Researchers concluded that “judges could never be divorced from their emotions or cultural perspectives, but they could carefully engage their histories to generate deeper understandings.”

A 2012 UCLA Law Review article on Implicit Bias in the Courtroom explains implicit bias and identifies several promising interventions to reduce the influence of such biases on judgment and behavior. See https://www.uclalawreview.org/implicit-bias-in-the-courtroom-2/.
Managing the Case & Court Process

Directs docket and courtroom operations by planning and coordinating schedules, managing case processing timelines, and facilitating information exchange between parties in a case, court staff, and other stakeholders.

What do respected judges say?

General themes from judicial interviews, focus groups, and surveys

Respected judges described several characteristics as contributing to an ability to productively and efficiently manage the case and court process. In particular, they emphasized the importance of effective time management. This includes efforts to promote punctuality, adhere to prescribed schedules, and reinforce deadlines with litigants, attorneys, and other court stakeholders. This also means managing one’s own time and workload effectively, despite multiple demands and competing priorities. Respected judges described how they used technological solutions to save time, such as by using Dragon Speak software to add information directly into the case management system. Effective time management was also defined as being prepared for court. Judges described their efforts to develop management strategies in advance of court hearings (e.g., general guidelines and if-then contingency plans for handling assigned case types efficiently). In some assignments, judges emphasized the amount of time they devoted to reviewing case files as important to being knowledgeable about the details of each case being heard. In addition, the hours a judge is physically present in the courthouse was also discussed as an important factor. Judges commended peers who make themselves accessible to court community stakeholders to address court-related issues as they emerge.

Respected judges also described the value of organizational skills that support effective case, docket, courtroom, and jury management. Many judges follow intensive process and docket management protocols. This requires them to juggle many moving parts. When coordinating schedules and courtroom operations between multiple court stakeholders for a hearing, for example, judges may need to consider whether and how to permit media access, if additional security is needed, the timing and logistics of jail transfers, and the availability of parties and program team members. Judges also described case monitoring activities as helpful in keeping track of the status of each case and its progress toward resolution. Some described creative uses of available technologies (e.g., case management systems, Excel workbooks, or Outlook calendars) for this purpose. Case management conferences with parties also helped to ensure that all stakeholders have access to pertinent information. In that way, parties and the court can anticipate and address challenges to prevent or minimize case processing delays. Judges described a careful, deliberative approach to court calendaring compatible with the scheduling needs of others and that ensures realistic scheduling estimates for each case based on their anticipated complexity. Judges observed that parties often underestimate the time they will need to address issues, so a good judge will set a realistic schedule and enforce deadlines. Some assignments may need to devote a substantial portion of their call to managing scheduling issues and defining deadlines. Judges emphasized that these and other effective case and docket management practices are essential to facilitate meaningful hearings and timely case processing.

There was a clear tension between timely dispositions, on one hand, and fairness, on the other. In a sense, a fair court process is a timely one. Judges recognized the need to be decisive and move cases, but this was
described as the result of diligent case preparation and the use of effective courtroom management strategies. Good judges guide cases to disposition as efficiently as possible, but first ensure that each case is heard properly and decided fairly (see Critical Thinking; Building Respect & Understanding).

Variations by assignment type or experience level
Time management was described as an essential skill across all assignment types. Some assignments, however, require greater organizational skills related to status monitoring, case management, and courtroom management. A judge in a bond court, for example, may focus more strictly on time management to maintain the flow of cases. In these and in high-volume calls where many judges often are assigned at the start of their careers, efficient courtroom management was described as very important, especially in dockets with self-represented litigants. Similar considerations arise for jury management. For jury trials, judges may need to prepare extensively for individual cases and coordinate a detailed plan with court personnel to ensure fluid courtroom operations (e.g., compile and review jury instructions to make sure there are no errors; schedule the jury’s time efficiently to eliminate long waiting periods). One judge described cases in some assignments as “transaction-oriented,” in which the judge may sit and rule on case-related issues in court (e.g., criminal, bond court). Other assignments were described as more project-oriented, requiring the judge to keep up-to-date on the details of the individual and the case through personal notes and other case documentation (e.g., child protection, problem-solving court).

Judges explained that chief or presiding judges may implement an assignment rotation strategically to develop new judges’ skills in this area. Several judges mentioned that an initial assignment in traffic court is a “great lesson” in court management and “the best initiation” to court and calendar management that a new judge can have. Such assignments teach how to work proactively with court personnel to manage a large volume of cases.

What do respected judges do?
Respected judges offered the following examples of helpful strategies and illustrative behaviors when discussing this element of judicial excellence.

- Work predictable hours at the courthouse to be accessible to court staff and other stakeholders when needed to answer questions or address issues.
- Start and conclude the docket on time.
- Take breaks as needed to keep courtroom participants fresh (e.g., regular breaks for jurors).
- Focus communication on information relevant to the day’s hearing. Judges who are more verbose or who are unprepared or disorganized may find it difficult to keep the call moving.
- Keep cases moving by ruling from the bench when possible and by ruling promptly when a written order is required.
- Give parties reasonable time to prepare, but schedule end dates to keep continuances short and set deadlines that are agreed upon by parties.
- Manage deadlines realistically (i.e., one at a time rather than setting them all at once so the next approaching deadline fits the case).
- Post upcoming trial settings on a website to remind attorneys of the schedule.
- Use case management conferences and other hearings with attorneys and litigants to monitor and discuss case progression and compliance with judicial order(s).
Use case management tools such as monthly planning charts and trial readiness checklists to aid in scheduling and case monitoring.

Triage cases or prioritize the order in which cases are heard to make the docket run smoothly (e.g., hear jail transfer cases first in coordination with law enforcement; hear cases which typically require more time, such as sovereign citizen cases, last).

Talk with court personnel to better understand what practices they employ to represent the court and ultimately to understand how these practices may impact your cases. In some cases, personnel working alongside judges on the docket may have helpful input about challenging management issues or insights about how the call could be improved. For example, talk to the jury commissioner to better understand the jury selection and orientation processes. Information sharing efforts may identify common concerns about the process and serve as an opportunity to exchange ideas about potential improvements.

Establish, with input from key personnel, a set of coordinated protocols for courtroom operations (e.g., working with the clerk to streamline the order of cases on the docket) and contingency plans for special circumstances (e.g., taking someone off the floor) so the team can function as a unit in responding to those situations.

Review available court metrics to determine whether cases are moving within prescribed timeframes and, if not, promptly explore and address reasons behind delay.

Respected judges described how they sought out practical procedural tutorials for developing case management skills. They valued educational experiences that, for example, provided a walk-through of best practices for handling specific issues (e.g., how to pick a jury, how to handle high profile cases), offered videotaped examples of do’s and don’ts in the courtroom, built in time for practice (e.g., with scenario-based learning activities), and offered practical support tools for future use (e.g., decision aids, bench cards, and reusable templates).

Commentary

Constitutional protections and state laws require timely and conclusive resolution of legal matters. This is reflected in trial court performance standards that call for compliance with “recognized guidelines for timely case processing while, at the same time, keeping current with [the] incoming caseload.” This poses a challenge for judges expected to manage heavy caseloads of increasingly complex cases with limited time and resources. Judges must balance timeliness and efficiency against quality to provide speedy access to justice.

Given limited budgets and resource constraints, state court leaders have promoted more efficient and effective case management solutions. In the civil context, for example, the Conference of Chief Justices recognized that courts must be more active in their approach to case and court management to fairly and efficiently administer justice. Strategies include implementing case-disposition time standards and leveraging innovations in court technology to track cases. This promotes setting realistic, meaningful, and productive schedules to move cases forward. Executing these and other often sophisticated process management practices requires teams of court stakeholders to work together, often with the leadership of a knowledgeable judge.
Judicial education programs are widely available to educate judges about best practices in case, docket, courtroom, and jury management. But to process cases most efficiently, judges must understand how to control distractions in an unpredictable work environment. Judges may use a comprehensive case-flow management system most productively if they are clear about their judicial priorities and can focus their attention accordingly.\(^{59}\) Focusing attention is important. Although lay beliefs about multitasking suggest it is a skill that allows people to get more done, research demonstrates otherwise: Multitaskers show impaired performance and their rapid attention-switching appears to result from lower self-control (see also Self-Knowledge & Self-Control).\(^{60}\)

Excellence in this element may facilitate excellence in other areas.\(^{61}\) Productivity skills may enable individual judges to contribute more as a citizen of the court community (e.g., in committee work, mentoring colleagues, pilot testing new initiatives), for example, without reducing the quality or timeliness of work on essential duties (e.g., see Engagement).

---

Endnotes

\(^{53}\) This excludes bond court and other dockets for which case files are generally not available for advance review.

\(^{54}\) The Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and many state laws guarantee the right to a speedy trial in criminal proceedings. U. S. CONST. amend. VI. A number of states also have speedy trial statutes or rules. See, e.g., Cal. Penal Code §1382 (2016); 725 ILL. COMP. STAT. § 5/103-5; Mass. Crim. P. R. 36(b). Similarly, federal and state rules of civil procedure contain provisions that require consideration of timely resolution in rule construction. FED. R. CIV. P. 1; 735 ILL. COMP. STAT. § 5/1-106 (stating that the Illinois Code of Civil Procedure should be “liberally construed, to the end that controversies may be speedily and finally determined according to the substantive rights of the parties”); ARIZ. R. CIV. P. 1.

\(^{55}\) TRIAL COURT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS WITH COMMENTARY, CASE PROCESSING 2.1 (U. S. Bureau of Just. Assistance 1997).

\(^{56}\) See CONFERENCE OF CHIEF JUSTICES CIVIL JUSTICE IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE, CALL TO ACTION: ACHIEVING CIVIL JUSTICE FOR ALL 12 (2016) (Formally adopted by the Conference of Chief Justices by Resolution 7, 2016).


\(^{58}\) For example, jury trials require extensive coordination between parties, experts and witnesses, court stakeholders, and citizens to ensure that everyone’s time is used efficiently to provide for a speedy trial and positive juror experience. The judge is a figurehead for that process. For more information about effective jury management practices, see NATIONAL CENTER FOR STATE COURTS, CENTER FOR JURY STUDIES, www.ncsc-jury-studies.org (last visited July 6, 2017).


\(^{60}\) See Eyal Ophir, Clifford Nass & Anthony Wagner, Cognitive Control in Media Multitaskers, 106 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCIEN. 15583 (2009).

Building Respect & Understanding

Interacts effectively with all those who work in or appear before the court in a manner conducive to a fair process and just outcomes. Listens attentively to others and provides clear and effective communication to ensure a shared understanding of the issues in the case, court processes, and decisions.

What do respected judges say?

General themes from judicial interviews, focus groups, and surveys

Respected judges described several types of interpersonal and communication skills as critical to judicial excellence. They especially emphasized the importance of social awareness, behavioral management skills, and two-way communication skills. Each skill may be applied in ways that help to facilitate perceptions of procedural fairness.62

A good judge was described as displaying a heightened social awareness or sensitivity to others’ emotions and needs in the moment. One judge offered the following perspective on litigants in the courtroom: “For you, it’s Tuesday. For them, it’s the worst day of their lives.” Judges with heightened social awareness are aware of the interpersonal dynamics of a given social situation or setting, understand the influence of social and cultural norms on behavior, and can anticipate others’ emotional responses to events. Respected judges valued the curiosity and interpersonal skills necessary to seek out and develop a more complete understanding of the case. Judges indicated that social awareness helped them make use of available information (including verbal and nonverbal cues) to inform analysis and decision-making (see Critical Thinking).63 They observed that this facilitated a more nuanced grasp of the issues in a case and the possible long-term effects of a given decision.

Respected judges valued behavior management skills because judges often manage the behavior of others (including emotional reactions in court). They defined judicial excellence as being able to anticipate, prevent or defuse others’ emotional outbursts, and enforce the behavioral expectations of the court (i.e., maintain decorum, promote honesty, and discourage deception or manipulation). Judges also valued the ability to motivate attitude and behavior change. This happens, in part, by encouraging active participation from litigants in the court process (i.e., giving voice, one of the key principles of procedural fairness). In interviews, respected judges frequently touched on the importance of treating others with respect and compassion: They recognized, for example, that acknowledging litigants’ emotional experiences and viewpoints when communicating the case decision facilitated acceptance of the outcome (see Facilitates Resolution).

Finally, respected judges prioritized strong two-way communication skills. Good judges were characterized as explaining every ruling using language that all those present can understand. They deliver that content effectively to the intended audience using clear oral, written, and nonverbal communication. And importantly, they recognize what content is important to share or to explain in more detail and to whom. Good judges are consistent in what they say and convey it in a respectful manner.

Good judges are not simply skilled conveyors of information. They are also skilled listeners. Respected judges distinguished truly listening to and understanding the message communicated by parties, witnesses, and others from simply hearing what was being said. Indeed, some judges described listening as the first and, for some, most difficult communication skill to master on a path to judicial excellence. They valued a more active form of listening in which the judge engages with others (e.g., through
nonverbal cues and follow-up responses or questions) to demonstrate that s/he is fully attending to and absorbing the story being shared. In addition to being attentive listeners, good judges were described as patient, open, friendly, and accessible, thus empowering parties to participate in the process. Participation builds respect for the law and leaves people with a feeling that the system works. Judges who struggle in this area were described as condescending, talking too much, not listening enough, and as having a “my way or the highway” approach or “because I said so” authoritarian attitude.

In sum, good judges were described as those who treat others with respect and dignity, provide transparent and honest communication, give participants a voice in court proceedings, and maintain civility in the courthouse. In doing so, they seek to create a positive environment that promotes productive dialogue, mutual understanding, and acceptance.

**Variations by assignment type or experience level**

Judges noted differences in the importance and application of interpersonal and communication skills by judicial assignment. Some civil court assignments, for example, require advanced written communication skills. Family court and child protection judges described the importance of relating well with courtroom participants and providing them with an opportunity to talk about sometimes difficult or emotional issues. Similarly, problem-solving court judges viewed these skills as paramount for building rapport with clients. This includes efforts to ensure that clients are motivated to fully engage in the behavior change process and effectively communicate expectations of program participation, a process requiring consistent reinforcement. In criminal court dockets this was less of an issue but became more important in cases with self-represented litigants. Judges emphasized the importance of interpersonal and communication skills when interacting with self-represented litigants, who require a more patient, detailed explanation of processes. Some felt this skill set is of particular importance for bond court judges, as they are the first point of contact defendants have with the court. In their view, respectful and courteous treatment, such as by making eye contact with the defendant, builds initial trust in the system. Trial judges may require specialized communication skills and strategies for communicating with jurors and/or dealing with the media.

**What do respected judges do?**

Respected judges offered the following examples of helpful strategies and illustrative behaviors when discussing this element of judicial excellence.

- Use motivational interviewing techniques to engage parties more fully in the court process.
- Use active listening strategies to demonstrate attentiveness (e.g., make eye contact with speaker, use appropriate facial expressions or gestures as others speak) and to ensure a shared understanding of the message communicated by parties (e.g., ask follow-up questions to clarify points of confusion, summarize the story heard to confirm understanding, take notes as appropriate).
- Give courtroom participants (e.g., jury, litigants) breaks when needed to minimize fatigue and manage behavior in the courtroom.
- Share expectations for your courtroom with attorneys by creating a standing decorum order or authoring an article for the local bar newsletter.
- Deliver clear, concise communication in person (i.e., verbal and nonverbal interpersonal communication). Communicate information at a level appropriate for the target audience.
- Prepare clear, concise written communication. Ask respected colleagues for templates or examples of written opinions and decorum orders that could serve as useful reference materials.

- Find ways to make court users feel more at ease to engage in the court process. For example, some judges set a less formal tone in their courtroom by opting not to wear judicial robes for select court assignments.

- With self-represented litigants, ensure that all communication with attorneys occurs openly in the courtroom (e.g., not privately in chambers or in sidebar conversations) to avoid an appearance of favoritism.

- Share information about what litigants can expect from the process and of the court. Relevant behaviors include:
  - letting litigants know what is expected of them and setting expectations about next steps in the court process;
  - explaining deadlines in the case and the consequences for missing them; and
  - giving reasons for decisions in the case (including an explanation on the applicable laws that the court must enforce, and if perceived to be unfair, how those laws may be changed through legislative action).

- Acknowledge and apologize for one's mistakes.

- Encourage litigants to share their perspective as an active participant in the proceedings and acknowledge their emotions in explanations of decisions.

- Reinforce the behavioral expectations of the court by consistently upholding established rules for decorum (e.g., admonishing attorneys who mistreat witnesses or lash out at each other over apparent personal issues).

- Follow through with the expected consequences for violating court rules or decisions.

 Judges viewed specialized training on how to effectively manage self-represented litigants increasingly useful as self-representation becomes more common. Such training could be helpful for guiding appropriate interactions and decision-making not only with self-represented litigants but also with other subgroups of litigants (e.g., sovereign citizens; unions; individuals with substance abuse or mental health disorders). Generally, judges found courses that incorporated communication skill-training exercises (e.g., role-play with evaluation & feedback) and that offered videotaped examples of poor vs. effective communication to be most helpful. Courses on mediation and motivational interviewing (MI) were described as beneficial. With respect to MI, these were often judges who had served on a problem-solving court assignment and first learned about MI techniques through specialized problem-solving court educational courses or conferences. They believed MI skills to be beneficial for all judges who seek to improve interpersonal communication skills or get better at managing challenging interpersonal situations (e.g., disarming a hostile party, deescalating emotional outbursts in court).

**Commentary**

Judges rely extensively in their daily work on interpersonal and communication skills. A wide-ranging body of empirical research on these skills demonstrates their general value in effective work performance. Nonverbal communication cues (e.g., facial expressions, eye contact, gestures) and vocal communication cues (e.g., pitch rate & variability, pauses, amplitude) are correlated with supervisor ratings of
job performance. Individuals who are more skilled at empathizing with others and adapting communication to reach their intended audience perform better on the job. One study, for example, revealed that attorneys equipped with strong professional listening skills felt more confident about their ability to manage interpersonal interactions. This also helped to alleviate work-related stress and positively impacted well-being.

Judicial skills that build mutual respect and understanding between parties and the court are increasingly valued across the country. Public opinion polls document declining levels of public trust in all three branches of government. Research and theory on the importance of public perceptions of procedural fairness have guided efforts by the court community to enhance judicial skills in this area, and in this way improve public trust in the courts. Parties are more likely to develop positive perceptions of their experience in court if they feel they were treated with dignity, had an opportunity to express their views and be heard in the process, and view decision-makers as neutral, honest, motivated to treat them fairly, and sincerely caring. When parties perceive the process as fair, they are more likely to regard the court’s authority as legitimate, comply with court orders, and engage in future law-abiding behavior. Thus, interpersonal and communication skills, when applied by the judge in accordance with procedural fairness principles and other evidence-based practices (see Knowledge of the Law & Justice System), can improve justice system outcomes.

Several web resources on procedural fairness are available, including the Center for Court Innovation’s Procedural Fairness website (http://www.courtinnovation.org/topic/procedural-justice) and the National Center for State Courts’ Procedural Fairness for Judges and Courts website (http://proceduralfairness.org). The National Center for State Courts’ Center on Court Access to Justice for All also offers a free curriculum on effective courtroom management with self-represented litigants (http://www.ncsc.org/microsites/access-to-justice/home/curriculum.aspx).

Endnotes

62 Procedural fairness refers to how fairly parties believe they have been treated in the process used to arrive at substantive outcomes. See, e.g., Steve Leben & Alan Tomkins, Eds, Special Issue On Procedural Fairness, 44 CT. REV. (2008).

63 For example, a judge who has a better understanding of the stories and experiences of those appearing before the court may be better able to evaluate various ways in which a legal problem could be framed.

64 Motivational interviewing is an interactional approach designed to facilitate or engage a litigant’s internal motivation to change behavior.

65 To render informed decisions, for example, judges ask questions to facilitate disclosure (interviewing skills), listen to the shared information to derive meaning (listening skills), and assess the mental state and motives of witnesses to determine the value of information shared (social awareness). They convey information and expectations to courtroom participants (verbal and nonverbal communication skills) and issue opinions to explain their decisions (writing skills). Judges use such skills to advance cases toward resolution in a manner that facilitates compliance with court decisions.


67 See Holly Payne, Reconceptualizing Social Skills in Organizations: Exploring the Relationship Between Communication Competence, Job Performance, and Supervisory Roles, 11 J. LEADERSHIP & ORG. STUD. 63 (2005). For research-based examples of competent listening attributes and behaviors, see Graham Bodie et al., The Role of “Active Listening” in Informal Helping Conversations: Impact on Perceptions of Listener Helpfulness, Sensitivity, and Supportiveness and Discloser Emotional Improvement, 79 WESTERN J. COMM. 79, 151 (2015); Graham Bodie et al., Listening Competence in Initial Interactions I: Distinguishing Between What Listening Is and What Listeners Do, 26 INT’L J. LISTENING 1 (2012); David Bednar, Relationships Between Communicator Style and Managerial Performance in Complex Organizations: A Field Study, 19 J. BUS. COMM. 51 (1982); Larry Penley et al., Communication Abilities of Managers: The Relationship to Performance, 17 J. MGMT 57 (1991). A seminal study of patient-centered communication skills revealed that the communication behaviors used by physicians predicted patients’ reactions to their care, as measured by the number of medical malpractice claims filed against them. Primary care physicians who spent more time with patients in routine visits...
informing them about the process and what to expect, who used more humor, and who encouraged more patient engagement (e.g., by encouraging them to talk, asking about their opinions, verifying understanding) had significantly fewer medical malpractice claims filed against them than physicians who did not engage in these behaviors. See Wendy Levinson et al., Physician-Patient Communication: The Relationship with Malpractice Claims Among Primary Care Physicians and Surgeons, 277 JAMA 553 (1997). In another study, surgeons’ tone of voice (i.e., perceived as more dominant and less concerned) in routine patient visits was also found to be related to malpractice claim history. Nalini Ambady et al., Surgeons’ Tone Of Voice: A Clue to Malpractice History, 132 SURGERY 5 (2002).


70 See David Rottman & Tom Tyler, Thinking About Judges and Judicial Performance: Perspective of the Public and Court Users, 4 ONATI SOC.-LEG. SERIES 1046 (2014).


72 Several national online resources have been developed to provide judicial officers and other court practitioners with information about procedural fairness as it relates to professional practice. Two such examples are PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS FOR JUDGES AND COURTS, www.proceduralfairness.org (last visited October 1, 2017) and PROCEDURAL JUSTICE, www.courtinnovation.org/topic/procedural-justice (last visited October 1, 2017).
Facilitating Resolution

Engages with parties and stakeholders to build consensus on matters that will allow for forward case progress and a focus on reaching a resolution.

What do respected judges say?

General themes from judicial interviews, focus groups, and surveys

Respected judges associate an ability to facilitate case resolution with judicial excellence. They emphasized the value of team management and conflict management skills that enhance the quality of case resolution.

Respected judges frequently described ways in which consensus building skills added value in their daily work with other judges, attorneys, and court staff. They highlighted situations that called for the judge to manage teams of representatives from other court community stakeholder agencies (e.g., those providing resources to court programs) and described judicial excellence in this context as an ability to run effective meetings. Judges who run effective meetings are able to (1) keep the team focused on its shared objectives and involved in generating solutions to emergent issues, (2) broker compromise when needed to arrive at consensus decisions as appropriate, and (3) make final decisions in a manner that reflects team input, thereby promoting a sense of procedural fairness within teams. This builds on other elements related to case management, listening and other interpersonal skills, and problem-solving skills (see also Managing the Case & Court Process, Building Respect & Understanding, and Critical Thinking).

Respected judges valued the ability to manage sometimes combative interpersonal dynamics between the attorneys, court staff, and other professionals within the court or on a court team. They described the ways in which interpersonal conflicts arise, such as when team members have strong but competing opinions about the best next steps in a case, making consensus elusive. Attorneys in a case may have interpersonal conflicts and allow those conflicts to influence their professional behavior. In situations such as these, effective conflict management will refocus attention away from personal issues irrelevant to the case and toward substantive legal matters before the court. Doing so may require emotional intelligence and interpersonal skills (see also Building Respect & Understanding) to facilitate collaboration and cooperation between multiple stakeholder agencies and representatives, with individuals who may or may not naturally work well together.

Judges differed in their opinions about their role in the settlement process. Some judges viewed mediation services as valuable resources but did not actively raise the possibility of settlement with parties. Others were uncomfortable raising the question of settlement, believing it inappropriate for the court (and particularly for inexperienced judges) to play such a role. Yet another group of judges explained how they proactively seek to determine whether parties had discussed the possibility of settlement or are amenable to mediation. These judges described their philosophy at length: They sought to facilitate conversations between parties in a manner allowing for points of agreement, if any, to be identified to inform case progress. They acknowledged that parties may not be amenable to a resolution by agreement. However, in some cases, neither party may wish to “show weakness” by raising the possibility of settlement but if asked are nevertheless open to mediation. Judges believed that asking parties whether they have considered settlement options and, if not, whether they wish to discuss settlement, is an important step in
the “pre-flight checklist” before a case goes to trial. If parties agree, judges may conduct pretrial settlement conferences or refer cases out to certified professionals providing mediation or arbitration services.73

Variations by assignment type or experience level

Judges described the resolution of legal matters through mediation or settlement as more relevant for cases with self-represented litigants and for both high-volume and complex calls (like civil and family court). These were described as less relevant for non-adversarial or problem-solving court calls (including child protection dockets) and for criminal dockets (including bond court and jury trials). Judges noted, however, that activities like case triaging at the pretrial stage can play an important role in facilitating case resolution. Similarly, they believed that trial judges can and should pose proactive questions to motivate resolution on minor issues that impact the flow of a trial. Some of the more experienced judges who believed the court had a role to play in determining amenability to resolution by agreement completed training to become certified mediators.

Judges indicated that consensus building and conflict resolution skills are particularly important in problem-solving court, family court, and certain juvenile dockets. Judges on these dockets typically direct a therapeutic and team-oriented approach with representatives from a variety of stakeholder agencies. These agency representatives provide input to identify needs of parties and address them through the formulation of sometimes complex and lengthy case plans (potentially including supervision requirements, therapeutic treatment interventions, and other services). Teams discuss, and may disagree about, how to construct case plans and respond to client issues effectively. Here, the objective is to achieve a positive outcome for the individual or family, as opposed to seeking resolution of a specific legal issue to move to case closure. The judge may frequently encounter other situations or issues between colleagues or agencies that may benefit from these skills.

What do respected judges do?

Respected judges offered the following examples of helpful strategies and illustrative behaviors when discussing this element of judicial excellence.

- Explore whether settlement is a consideration by asking questions of parties and listening closely to their responses. Examples of the questioning they use include asking attorneys whether the case will benefit from a day or two with a mediator, asking whether the parties wish to discuss settlement, and asking whether an offer has been made and rejected or withdrawn without hope of reinstatement.

- Issue consistent decisions and stand by those decisions so attorneys get a sense of how their case will be handled. Predictable judicial ruling may motivate parties to resolve cases earlier in litigation without involving the judge.

- Break the ice between attorneys who do not speak with one another voluntarily; for example, create opportunities to meet to discuss trial ground rules.

- Manage interpersonal conflict outside of the courtroom by pulling parties aside to address issues directly (within ethical boundaries) and refocus attention on the case.

- Engage attorneys, court staff, and others in collaborative conversations about case-related issues to identify challenges and opportunities, address issues constructively, and decide next steps.
Seek guidance from experienced colleagues for ideas about how to effectively address the possibility of settlement without appearing coercive, how to manage pretrial conferences, and on scheduling of pretrial conference dates. Judges valued courses on negotiation, mediation, conflict resolution, or alternative dispute resolution, as well as education on the appropriate role of a judge in the settlement process. One civil court judge found the Civil Mediation course provided by the National Judicial College to be excellent. Others found training on effective pretrial methods to be helpful. Problem-solving court judges found offerings from the National Association of Drug Court Professionals (training, conferences, and publications) valuable for developing team management and consensus building skills. However, respected judges viewed the combination of practical training and guidance from a good mentor as essential for effective development in this area.

Commentary

State trial court judges work with others to facilitate the resolution of legal conflicts between parties. Judges may be called upon to manage interdisciplinary teams of stakeholders both internal (e.g., clerks, court staff, bailiffs) and external (e.g., local agency representatives or treatment service providers) to the court who work together to inform decisions about litigants, their cases, or court programs. Interpersonal and task-related conflicts invariably arise between team members behind the scenes and even in the courtroom. Judges must manage that conflict effectively. Generally, effective conflict management predicts successful organizational outcomes. Team leaders may find greater success when they (a) limit interpersonal conflicts between team members and (b) encourage team members to share substantive input and engage in task-oriented conflicts or debate. This can be facilitated by, for example, establishing a focus on commonly agreed-upon team goals, sharing more factual information with the team, and developing and exploring multiple possible alternative solutions in discussions. See DAVID WHETTEN & KIM CAMERON, DEVELOPING MANAGEMENT SKILLS (8th ed. 2011). Authorities who manage teams with lower levels of procedural fairness, on the other hand, may not be as successful. Under leadership with lower levels of procedural fairness, team members view the leader as more responsible for unfavorable team outcomes. See Joel Brockner et al., Procedural Fairness, Outcome Favorability, and Judgments of an Authority’s Responsibility, 92 J. APPLIED PSYCHOL. 1657 (2007).

Endnotes

73 Judges described conducting pretrial settlement conferences on the record in open court. Some judges felt it was important to be willing to mediate their own cases if parties agreed; some explained that they preferred not to mediate their own cases but would accept referrals.

74 Team leaders may find greater success when they (a) limit interpersonal conflicts between team members and (b) encourage team members to share substantive input and engage in task-oriented conflicts or debate. This can be facilitated by, for example, establishing a focus on commonly agreed-upon team goals, sharing more factual information with the team, and developing and exploring multiple possible alternative solutions in discussions. See DAVID WHETTEN & KIM CAMERON, DEVELOPING MANAGEMENT SKILLS (8th ed. 2011). Authorities who manage teams with lower levels of procedural fairness, on the other hand, may not be as successful. Under leadership with lower levels of procedural fairness, team members view the leader as more responsible for unfavorable team outcomes. See Joel Brockner et al., Procedural Fairness, Outcome Favorability, and Judgments of an Authority’s Responsibility, 92 J. APPLIED PSYCHOL. 1657 (2007).
Mediation is defined as “a process in which an impartial third party acts as a catalyst to help others constructively address and perhaps resolve a dispute, plan a transaction, or define the contours of a relationship.” CARRIE MENKEL-MEADOW, DISPUTE RESOLUTION: BEYOND THE ADVERSARIAL MODEL 223 (2d ed. 2011).

One study exploring what judges believe constitutes “judicial wisdom” found that judges nominated by their peers for their legal wisdom not only addressed the legal matters in a case, but also sought to facilitate a resolution to the underlying issue or interpersonal conflict that led to the specific legal action. Heidi Levitt & Bridget Dunnavant, Judicial Wisdom: The Process of Constructing Wise Decisions, 28 J. CONSTRUCTIVIST PSYCHOL. 243 (2015).

Elements of Judicial Excellence